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M,-EMORY HAD TO REACH BACK to the 1930s and 1940s for a
period when Jews seemed to be so under assault on a global basis as in
2001, and in which the larger American society—indeed, civilization it-
self—seemed faced with such an immediate mortal threat. Months of
mounting anti-Semitism abroad—granted legitimacy in international in-
stitutions through a campaign of isolation and delegitimization directed
at Israel—was followed by the September 11 assault on America. The at-
tacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon that day provided
American Jews with the cold comfort that Americans would now under-
stand what Israelis had been going through since the outbreak of Pales-
tinian violence a year earlier.

There were also other matters on the national scene for Jews to address:
preserving religious liberty, responding to a rise in domestic anti-Semitic
hate incidents, and building a relationship with a new president.

THE POLITICAL ARENA

The Bush Administration Takes Shape

As George W. Bush organized his administration before inauguration
day, it became evident that his highly diverse cabinet would include eth-
nic minorities (two African Americans and an Arab American) and
women in proportions not heretofore associated with the Republican
Party—but no Jews. Ira Forman, executive director of the National Jew-
ish Democratic Council, expressed concern at the implications of a cab-
inet without a single Jewish member, commenting, "Either their circle of
friends doesn't include Jews or the Jews just didn't get picked. I think it's
the former." Representatives of other Jewish organizations cautioned,
however, against reading too much into the cabinet choices. "The Jewish
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community has graduated beyond the point where, at every election, we
have to hold a stopwatch and count how many people cross the finish
line," commented Jason Isaacson, director of government and interna-
tional affairs for the American Jewish Committee. Others noted that sev-
eral Jews had played prominent roles in the Bush campaign, and that they
and other prominent Jewish Republicans would hold key posts, albeit not
cabinet seats, in the new administration. Thus, Ari Fleischer was named
White House press secretary, Joshua Bolten deputy chief of staff for
public policy, and Paul Wolfowitz deputy secretary of defense.

Virtually no concern was heard in the Jewish community about the se-
lection of Senator Spencer Abraham (R., Mich.), an Eastern Orthodox
Christian of Lebanese ancestry, as energy secretary. In addition to his
bona fides as a leader in promoting fair immigration policies, Abraham,
while serving in the Senate, had proved accessible to the Jewish commu-
nity. Furthermore, notwithstanding the fact that there was three times the
number of Arabs in Michigan as Jews, local Jewish leaders considered his
record on Israel-related matters as good. "You would think that on Mid-
dle East issues, there would be problems," said David Gad-Harf, execu-
tive director of the Jewish Community Council of Metropolitan Detroit,
"but we were able to work with him on issues that were supportive of the
peace process."

A number of Jewish organizations were less sanguine about the nom-
ination of another just-defeated senator, John Ashcroft (R., Mo.), as at-
torney general, questioning Ashcroft's ability to separate his religious be-
liefs and his official responsibilities. These concerns were strengthened
when, during the run-up to confirmation hearings, reports surfaced of a
speech that Ashcroft, then a senator, had given in 1999 at the controver-
sial Bob Jones University, at which he said, "Because we have understood
that our source is eternal, America has been different. We have no king
but Jesus." The Anti-Defamation League issued a statement calling on
Ashcroft to "assure the American people that his personal religious be-
liefs will not dictate how he will carry out his duties." The National Coun-
cil of Jewish Women and Jewish Women International went further, op-
posing confirmation based on the nominee's positions on such hot-button
issues as civil rights, abortion, and gun control.

Ashcroft did have some supporters in the Jewish community. The Re-
publican Jewish Coalition termed the attacks on Ashcroft "character as-
sassination." Jewish staffers for Ashcroft, both past and present, attested
that their boss had been considerate of and accommodating to their
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faith, and had never sought to impose his own on them. Agudath Israel
of America said that Ashcroft had shown respect for all people, whatever
their religion or race, and its director of public affairs—Rabbi Avi
Shafran—suggested that his references to Jesus were similar to a Jew's
invocation of "God." Senator Orrin Hatch (R., Utah), in fact, com-
mented that many of those critical of Ashcroft had not been as critical
of Joseph Lieberman's references to his Jewish faith during the Con-
necticut senator's failed campaign as the Democratic nominee for vice
president in 2000. Mark Pelavin, associate director of the Religious Ac-
tion Center of Reform Judaism, countered that Lieberman, before his
nomination, had had a long record of commitment to religious plural-
ism and religious liberty. Ashcroft's supporters noted that their man es-
poused those principles as well; in a speech delivered a year before his re-
marks at Bob Jones University, long before his cabinet nomination,
Ashcroft had stated, "We must embrace the power of faith, but we must
never confuse politics and piety. For me, may I say that it is against my
religion to impose my religion."

With the early Bush administration falling into place, the Jewish com-
munity tended to focus its attention on Ari Fleischer, who, in his role as
press secretary, would present the perspective of the president on a daily
basis. The official spokesman for the incoming administration was per-
sonable, young (40), a proudly self-identified Jew—and a highly eligible
bachelor. Even as he stressed that he would not mingle his religion and
his political responsibilities, Fleischer made no secret that he was a "rel-
atively observant, basically Reform" Jew who looked to the ethics of Ju-
daism for guidance in carrying out his responsibilities. In an interview
with the Jewish Telegraphic Agency he stated: "The Jewish religion
teaches people to be responsible, to be open-minded and to care about
others. And I hope that people see that in me as I do my job.'

By midyear, President Bush had in place his Middle East policy team.
William Burns, a former ambassador to Jordan, was the new assistant sec-
retary of state for Near Eastern affairs, and some wondered whether the
breadth of his responsibilities for the entire region would give him enough
time for the Arab-Israeli conflict. Daniel Kurtzer, an Orthodox Jew and
the outgoing ambassador to Egypt, replaced Martin Indyk as ambas-
sador to Israel. The Zionist Organization of America and other hard-line
Jewish groups attacked the choice because of Kurtzer's support for ter-
ritorial compromise and the evacuation of certain settlements, but the
Jewish mainstream backed the appointment, and he was easily confirmed.
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Congress Takes Shape

The 107th Congress convened in January with the previous Republi-
can majorities reduced in both houses. The Senate, split 50-50 as a result
of the 2000 election, remained under Republican control only by virtue
of Vice President Richard Cheney's tie-splitting vote. Indeed, during the
period between the swearing-in of the 107th Congress on January 3 and
the new vice president's inauguration on January 20, it was Senate De-
mocratic leader Tom Daschle (D., S. Dak.) who, by virtue of Vice Pres-
ident Al Gore's incumbency, wielded the majority leader's gavel.

As a result of Republican caucus rules limiting chairs of House com-
mittees and subcommittees to three terms holding a particular office, Rep.
Benjamin Gilman (R., N.Y.) was compelled to step down from his post
as chairman of the House International Relations Committee. A new
Middle East subcommittee was created within the committee, however,
with Rep. Gilman at its head, leaving the long-time strong supporter of
Israel in a continuing leadership role with respect to the Jewish commu-
nity's most paramount issue.

Replacing Gilman at the helm of the International Relations Com-
mittee was Rep. Henry Hyde (R., 111.), who was, in turn, obligated to hand
over chairmanship of the House Judiciary Committee. Although often
on the opposite side from much of the organized Jewish community on
issues coming before Judiciary, Hyde was widely respected even among
adversaries as a fair and capable chairman. With a strong record on Is-
rael, Hyde was expected to be an ally of the Jewish community in his new
role. His replacement at Judiciary was Rep. James Sensenbrenner (R.,
Wis.), whose conservative voting record on church-state issues and other
matters suggested that much of the Jewish community would be at odds
with him on a number of core concerns. In another significant develop-
ment resulting from term limits, Rep. Sonny Callahan (R., Ala.) was re-
placed by Jim Kolbe (R., Ariz.) as head of the House Appropriations
Committee's subcommittee on foreign relations, a body with significant
responsibility for determining the amount of U.S. aid to Israel. While De-
mocratic House ranking members were not subject to term limits, the
ranking position on the International Relations Committee saw a change
as a result of the defeat of Sam Gedjenson (D., Conn.) in the 2000 elec-
tion. His replacement was Rep. Tom Lantos (D., Cal.), the only Holocaust
survivor serving in Congress.

From the beginning of the session, Congress-watchers focused on the
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possibility that a single Republican senator's disability or demise could
cause a seismic shift to Democratic control of the Senate, but few ex-
pected a senior Republican member to leave the party. When Vermont
Senator Jim Jeffords did just that on May 24—declaring himself an In-
dependent—the shift gave the Democrats a 50-49-1 majority and handed
the majority leader's gavel back to Tom Daschle. Jewish leaders were
quick to note that strong bipartisan support for Israel meant that the
change would have little impact on that core area of concern, though
there was likely to be a difference on the domestic front. Initiatives op-
posed by much of the community, such as charitable choice, would have
more trouble moving forward, while other agenda items, such as hate-
crimes legislation, would get more attention, at least in the Senate.

Far less surprising was the announcement on August 22 that Jesse
Helms (R., N.C.), long-time chairman and ranking member of the Sen-
ate Foreign Relations Committee, would be retiring from the Senate when
his term ended at the close of 2002. In his early years as senator, Helms
had consistently opposed aid to Israel, and was a harsh critic of Israel's
1982 invasion of Lebanon. But only a few years later, following a 1985
trip to Israel, the senator's perspective shifted, ultimately leading him to
defend Israel against what he regarded as undue pressure by the first Pres-
ident Bush and, later, President Clinton. Thus the retirement of Helms
meant the loss of an important ally of the Jewish state. To be sure, many
in the Jewish community never did become reconciled to Helms because
of his outspoken identification with very conservative positions on a raft
of social-policy issues, such as school prayer and abortion.

New York Mayoral Election

As Election Day 2001 approached, New York City turned its attention
to a race that had gained in importance since September 11. Who would,
or could, replace Mayor Rudy Giuliani, who, through stunning displays
of heroism, empathy, and strength, had all but carried the city on his
shoulders as it recovered from the worst day in its history? One thing was
certain: the results of the primaries ensured that the next mayor would
be Jewish. In the end, late on the evening of November 7, the city dis-
covered that it had elected Republican Michael Bloomberg—a hugely
wealthy businessman who had been a lifelong Democrat until he switched
his registration the year before to prepare to run for office—over De-
mocrat Mark Green.
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Many credited Bloomberg's win to the value New Yorkers placed on
his financial acumen at a time of economic uncertainty, although others
noted that Green, in the course of an aggressive campaign to secure the
Democratic nomination, had alienated many minority voters, and that
Bloomberg had the benefit of a Giuliani endorsement. It was also ap-
parent that the nominally Republican Bloomberg's socially liberal and fis-
cally conservative views were the kind of mix that had proven a winning
combination for his predecessor.

Fighting Terrorism

Enacted in 1996 for an initial period of five years, the Iran-Libya Sanc-
tions Act (ILSA) provided for sanctions—subject to presidential
waiver—on any foreign entities investing in either of the two countries'
energy sector. The purpose was to limit the resources available to these
rogue nations to support terrorism and pursue weapons of mass de-
struction. Faced with the law's expiration on August 1, 2001, supporters
of the bill sought a five-year extension. The Bush administration favored
a two-year extension, but in the face of overwhelming support in Con-
gress for the longer period, it ceased lobbying on the issue. In the end,
the House of Representatives passed a five-year extension for ILSA on
July 26 by a vote of 409-6, after the Senate passed its parallel bill 96-2 on
July 25. President Bush signed the bill into law on August 3.

For the first eight months of the year, it seemed almost inevitable that
Congress would act on the Secret Evidence Repeal Act (SERA). As
originally introduced in the 106th Congress, this bill would have imposed
a categorical ban on the use of classified information in deportation pro-
ceedings, even in cases of an alien alleged to have been involved in ter-
rorism, unless that information were subject to discovery and examina-
tion on the same basis as any other evidence. While the version of
SERA introduced in the 107th Congress (H.R.1266) was somewhat
modified, a number of Jewish organizations—the American Jewish
Committee and the Anti-Defamation League, in particular—believed
that the bill still gave too little regard to crucial national security con-
cerns. The Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism, on the other
hand, endorsed the revised SERA as a protection for due process that
adequately addressed earlier concerns. The House Judiciary Committee
was scheduled to mark up the new SERA on September 26, but the
events of September 11 changed the political landscape, stalling action
on SERA.
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September 11 and its Aftermath

On the sun-splashed morning of September 11, the United States was
attacked with stunning ferocity as homicidal hijackers took control of
and crashed four commercial airliners, and succeeded in flying three of
the aircraft into the twin towers of the World Trade Center and the Pen-
tagon, killing thousands. American Jews, already psychologically battered
by the ongoing terrorist attacks against Jews in Israel, were as shocked
as other Americans at the massive attack on home soil.

Immediately after the attacks, Jewish congregations across the nation
came together—some as early as the evening of September 11 — for
prayer services and recitation of Psalms. The Jewish agencies responded
with angry condemnations of the attacks and assurances to President
Bush that he had their support in the battle against terrorism. Jewish in-
stitutions began to consider whether the security arrangements they had
in place for their own facilities were adequate.

Although speculation that Saudi billionaire Osama bin Laden was re-
sponsible immediately came to the fore, Jewish leaders followed the lead
of the American government in avoiding ascribing the attacks to any in-
dividual or organization until more information was available. Never-
theless, two contending themes as to how the American response to the
attacks might play out immediately arose. On the one hand, it was
thought, September 11 would help Americans understand as never be-
fore Israel's motivations in responding to terrorism. On the other hand,
however, if it turned out that the terrorists' actions were somehow linked
to the Middle East, Americans might question their nation's support for
Israel, which could be viewed as the "reason" for September 11.

By the end of the week, the administration had identified bin Laden
as the chief suspect and was beginning to gather together a broad-based
coalition in support of a war to root out terrorism, beginning with the
Al Qaeda terrorist network that bin Laden headed from his redoubt in
Taliban-controlled Afghanistan. For Jewish leaders, the burgeoning coali-
tion quickly gave rise to a new set of concerns, reminiscent of the dilemma
that the community had faced when the first President Bush organized a
similar coalition to wage the Gulf War. Overwhelmingly supportive of
Bush fils in his war effort as it had been of Bush pere in his, the commu-
nity nevertheless watched with alarm as the administration courted coun-
tries that were themselves supporters of terrorism. Furthermore, the ad-
ministration declined to treat Yasir Arafat and the terrorist groups
operating out of Palestinian territory as the equivalent of the Taliban and
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bin Laden, and initially would not include Hamas and Hezballah among
the suspected Islamic terrorist groups whose assets were to be frozen.

Some Jewish leaders feared that the desire to broaden the coalition
would lead the administration to pressure Israel to negotiate with the
Palestinians even while the latter's terrorism campaign continued un-
abated, and that the administration might go so far as to pressure Israel
to make substantive concessions that would endanger its security. In fact,
within two weeks of September 11, enormous pressure was placed on
Prime Minister Sharon of Israel to allow Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
to meet with Arafat. However, Jewish organizations muted their protests
out of a combination of patriotic desire to support the president, fear that
dissent at a crucial and sensitive time would diminish influence with the
White House and support from the public at large, and appreciation for
the record of support for Israel that the administration had already
demonstrated during its short time in office.

On October 7, the U.S. commenced its strikes against Afghanistan.
With an administration now actually engaged in combat—and encour-
aged by a seeming reconciliation between the president and Prime Min-
ister Sharon on the issue of American pressure on Israel, as well as
behind-the-scenes promises that Hamas, Hezballah, and other similar
anti-Israel terrorist groups would soon make the list of targeted terror-
ist organizations—Jewish leaders quickly moved, once again, to state
their strong support for the war against terrorism.

As November began, assurances from the American administration
that the battle against terrorism would not disregard the terrorist as-
saults against Israel bore fruit. The Justice Department included a Pales-
tinian organization associated with Hezballah and the Martyrs of Al-
Aqsa Brigades among 46 groups named as "terrorist organizations,'
whose members would be precluded from entering the United States and
whose funds could be frozen. The naming of the Al-Aqsa group was par-
ticularly noteworthy, since it had been linked to Arafat's own Fatah. The
Justice Department's action was praised by AIPAC, which hailed Attor-
ney General Ashcroft for "clearly recognizing that terrorism against both
Americans and Israelis must be countered." Others expressed surprise
that certain other groups, particularly Hamas, were not on the list, but
expressed the hope that this would come soon.

One month later, the administration signaled once again that the war
on terrorism would target groups carrying out attacks against Israel. Fol-
lowing weekend suicide bombings in Jerusalem and Haifa for which
Hamas took credit, the Treasury Department announced on December
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4 that the assets of three charitable organization with alleged links to
Hamas, including the Texas-based Holy Land Foundation for Relief and
Development, would be frozen. The Holy Land Foundation was accused
of directly transferring its funds to offices of charity groups in
Palestinian-controlled areas that had links to, or were controlled by,
Hamas. The president himself announced the action, saying that contri-
butions to the foundation were "used by Hamas to support schools and
indoctrinate children to grow up into suicide bombers/' Jewish groups
and lawmakers that had long called for government action against the
foundation commended the administration's action, while Muslim and
Arab groups condemned it as not based on any evidence and as a viola-
tion of due process.

A key issue raised by the September 11 attacks was how to strike the
appropriate balance between due process and an open society, on the one
hand, and effective law enforcement to prevent acts of terrorism, on the
other. On September 19, Attorney General Ashcroft sent up to Capitol
Hill the administration's proposal for omnibus antiterrorism legislation.
Citing the pressing threat of possible further terrorist acts, he called for
Congress to pass the measure by the end of the week. Many Democrats
and more than a few Republicans, including Senator Arlen Specter (R.,
Pa.) and Representative Bob Barr (R., Ga.), called for a more delibera-
tive examination of the sweeping additional law enforcement authority
sought by the administration. They noted that much of the new law-
enforcement authority included in the bill had been called for by the Jus-
tice Department in prior years, without success.

On the same day that this legislative package arrived on Capitol Hill,
the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) released a letter, signed by
over 100 ethnic, religious, and public-interest groups of various ideolog-
ical stripes, urging that care be taken not to sacrifice civil liberties in order
to protect national security. Although the letter did not specifically ad-
dress the legislation, it was not long before the ACLU and a number of
the letter's signatories began to speak out against the Ashcroft bill and
other initiatives that they found problematic.

It was widely noted that Jewish groups were all but absent from the
ACLU letter. Breaking with coalition partners with whom they had often
agreed, in the past, on civil-liberties issues, Jewish groups now largely sup-
ported the administration's push for speedy legislative action. As the bill
was molded by the legislative process, the Jewish organizations tended to
favor the initiative's provisions, even while recognizing that there was
room for improvement on specifics. Thus, in a statement issued on Oc-
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tober 18, as the process of reconciling the House and Senate bills was
under way, the American Jewish Committee applauded the quick action
of Congress in response to the threat posed by a "ruthless and implaca-
ble foe." Noting that the bill's drafters sought to deal with a set of sig-
nificant and serious civil liberties concerns, AJCommittee stated, "We are
confident Congress will monitor implementation of the bill, as will AJC
and other concerned Americans, to ensure that our civil liberties are pro-
tected and to amend the bill as necessary to assure that the balance be-
tween national security and civil liberties is properly maintained." The
Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism struck a more guarded note,
expressing "strong support" for most of the bill's provisions, but cau-
tioning that several of them "would severely imperil fundamental civil lib-
erties." (Before year's end, it would state similar concerns about some of
the law-enforcement and regulatory steps taken by the administration in
response to September 11.)

Senate and House leaders worked together with administration officials
to reconcile differences between the Senate and House bills. In this process
of informal negotiation, a number changes were made that addressed
some, although by no means all, of the concerns that had been raised on
civil liberties and due process. In the end, the two versions were recon-
ciled not by formal conference, but by introduction in the House of a new
bill, H.R.3162, which incorporated agreed-upon changes. It passed in the
House by 537-66 on October 24 and in the Senate by 98-1 the next day.
Senator Russell Feingold (D., Wis.), a Jewish member, cast the sole dis-
senting vote in the Senate, motivated by civil-liberties concerns. A num-
ber of the "no" votes in the House were also cast by Jewish members and
for the same reason, including a difficult but principled "no" vote by Rep.
Jerrold Nadler (D., N.Y.), who represented the district where the World
Trade Center was located.

Although the antiterrorism package did not pass within the few days
called for by Attorney General Ashcroft, nor, when enacted, did it include
all of the powers he had requested, Congress moved from first consider-
ation to final passage in what might well have been record time for such
sweeping legislation.

On October 26, President Bush signed into law H.R.3162, the Uniting
and Strengthening of America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required
to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (USA-PATRIOT) Act. The enact-
ment expanded law enforcement surveillance authority, with particular
attention to the challenges presented by technological change as well as
the ability of authorities to share information. It also imposed stronger
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penalties on those who engage in terrorism, or harbor or finance terror-
ists, eliminated the statute of limitations for certain terrorism offenses,
and provided additional support to border patrol and customs officials.
Additionally, the USA-PATRIOT Act allowed authorities to detain for
seven days non-citizens whom the attorney general had reason to believe
posed a threat to national security. Such detention orders, however, were
reviewable by any federal district court—not, as originally requested by
the administration, only the District of Columbia district court. The law
also included money-laundering provisions that had initially been passed
only by the Senate, and "sunset" provisions based on the initial House
version, whereby certain of the sections expanding electronic and foreign
intelligence-gathering surveillance authority would expire after four years.

Durban Conference

The September 11 attacks all but pushed out of communal conscious-
ness the so-called UN World Conference Against Racism, held in Dur-
ban, South Africa, from August 31 through September 8. American Jew-
ish leaders understood long before the conference met that it was likely
to be little more than a concerted effort to attack and delegitimize Israel,
resurrect the "Zionism is Racism" libel, and accuse Israel of "genocide"
against the Palestinians. Longer term, it was feared, Durban could very
well legitimize a global war against the Jews by making blatant anti-
Semitism acceptable under the thinnest of veneers.

This perception of the upcoming conference, however, stood in stark
contrast to the hopes held by the African-American community, tradi-
tional political allies of the Jews on many issues. To be sure, leaders of
that community tended to agree that it was unfair to single out Israel for
blame and that Zionism was not a form of racism, and they resented the
Arab bloc's single-minded anti-Israel campaign for diverting attention
from the rest of the conference's agenda. Yet, African-American and al-
lied civil-rights groups nevertheless hoped to see the conference serve as
a platform for addressing the legacy of slavery, possibly including some
form of reparations. The scene was set for potential black-Jewish conflict.

As August 31 approached, the strain in black-Jewish relations in-
creasingly focused on whether Colin Powell, America's first black secre-
tary of state, would attend the conference. Throughout the preparatory
meetings preceding Durban, the Bush administration fought to keep anti-
Semitic and anti-Israel provisions out of the conference documents. In
fact, the administration warned that if those provisions were on the
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agenda Secretary Powell might send a lower-level delegation in his stead,
or the United States might boycott the conference altogether. Adding its
voice, the U.S. House of Representatives, on July 26, adopted a resolu-
tion sponsored by Representative Lantos condemning the inclusion of
anti-Israel language in the conference agenda.

A low-level American presence or none at all would certainly under-
mine the credibility of the conference, and, conversely, the presence of
America's African-American secretary of state would be seen as a boon
to the prestige of the proceedings. But these very considerations were
what impelled civil-rights groups to insist that Powell should attend, re-
gardless of the outcome on the anti-Israel wording. Some asserted, as
well, that the administration was using the Israel issue as a mere smoke-
screen to avoid having to deal with the slavery issue in the context of an
international forum. Moreover, civil-rights leaders maintained that a
high-level presence would mean more influence for the United States
over the final result of the conference, and thus a better likelihood that
anti-Israel language could be excluded.

Wary of being blamed should Powell pull out and the conference col-
lapse—and, in any event, not of one mind as to the best course regard-
ing Powell's attendance—Jewish groups initially kept their counsel on this
issue. As the date of the conference neared, however, and it became more
obvious that the conference would single out Israel for criticism in a
world filled with far more significant offenders, Jewish organizations
began to speak out. Virtually all of them praised the administration for
its role in trying to fend off the attacks on Israel, but they differed on
strategy for the conference. The Religious Action Center of Reform Ju-
daism wrote to Secretary Powell on August 16 urging his attendance "as
long as the possibility exists that the noxious language might be removed,
or modified in a way which would make it acceptable." The Anti-
Defamation League and the American Jewish Committee, in contrast,
called on the U.S. to boycott the conference. B'nai B'rith International
suggested that if Powell did not attend, at least a lower-level delegation
should be sent so as not to "leave the battlefield defenseless"; that dele-
gation would have the option of walking out in protest if necessary.

There were reports of growing anger among some black politicians and
within the civil-rights community about American Jewry's "single-
mindedness"—one common complaint was that the Lantos resolution
had failed even to mention the need to deal in some fashion with the
legacy of slavery. In response, the New York-based Foundation for Eth-
nic Understanding and the World Jewish Congress organized a letter,
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dated July 31 and signed by 28 prominent Jewish and black members of
Congress, that condemned the anti-Israel language but also stated: "We
. . . support the efforts of African American leaders to raise and address
important issues surrounding the historic tragedy of slavery and the re-
sulting efforts to"seek reparations." The letter did not take a position on
reparations or even on whether Durban was the appropriate forum to ad-
dress slavery and reparations.

With the conference about to commence, and after a statement by
President Bush that "we will have no representative there so long as they

continue to say Zionism is racism," Secretary Powell announced on
August 27 that he would not attend, leaving open the option of sending
a low-level delegation. The State Department's spokesman said that the
decision was based on "a whole series of references to one particular gov-
ernment, to one particular country, and to its policies as being racist."
Israel and Jewish groups praised the administration and said that they
too would either boycott or have only a limited presence at the event.
B'nai B'rith president Richard Heideman stated, "Sending Secretary Pow-
ell dignifies the conference. By refusing to send Powell, the statement is
being made very clear that the United States disapproves of the language
of the conference and disapproves of the environment of hate that is sur-
rounding the conference." In sharp contrast, the rest of the civil-rights
community condemned Powell's decision, and the Leadership Conference
on Civil Rights, notwithstanding the significant number of Jewish orga-
nizations that belonged to it, issued a statement to that effect.

The atmosphere in Durban made the conference a virtual hate festival
directed against Jews and Israel, especially the declaration produced by
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) there (see above, pp. 100-04).
Several representatives of American civil-rights organizations took pains
to distance themselves from what they termed the "fervently rhetorical
attacks" on Israel. Wade Henderson, executive director of the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights, said that much of the NGO declaration was
valid, but he termed "totally unacceptable" the portion that "clearly
crosses the line into elements of anti-Semitism." Karen Narasaki, presi-
dent and executive director of the National Asian Pacific American Legal
Consortium, who served at the NGO conference as head of the Asian and
Asian Descendents Caucus, went so far as to apologize for having inad-
vertently cast a vote for the motion that caused the Jewish delegation walk
out, a mistake that she attributed to the chaotic nature of the proceed-
ings. Reva Price, Washington representative of the Jewish Council for
Public Affairs, expressed appreciation for these remarks, saying, "The
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heartfelt emotion and understanding of our issues is very gratifying. It's
tragic that the issues that they've come to talk about in Durban have not
gotten the same attention as the Middle East and Israel."

Soviet Jewry, Refugees, and Immigration

Measures to provide fairer treatment of immigrants, many of them sup-
ported by the organized Jewish community, were put on hold following
September 11. Instead, lawmakers pushed proposals to tighten security
at the nation's borders and to improve the tracking of foreigners so as to
protect the nation from terrorists. On October 29, President Bush issued
an executive order directing the attorney general to establish a task force
aimed at closing the immigration-related loopholes that allowed a num-
ber of the 19 September-11 hijackers to enter the country legally. The
USA-PATRIOT Act, signed by President Bush in October (described
above), while less sweeping in the detention authority it afforded than the
measure first proposed by the administration, still allowed non-citizens
who won deportation cases to be detained if the attorney general con-
sidered them a threat. (The Enhanced Border Security and Visa Reform
Act also had major implications for immigration policy, but, though
passed by the House of Representatives just before Congress recessed, it
was still awaiting action in the Senate as the year ended.)

In addition to these detention provisions, the USA-PATRIOT Act
beefed up resources for border control; provided the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) and the State Department access to FBI
criminal records; required INS and the State Department to adopt a
standard technology that would allow for verification of the identity of
persons applying for U.S. visas or seeking to enter the country; added new
grounds of inadmissibility for aliens deemed to be representatives of for-
eign terrorist organizations or groups that publicly endorsed terrorist
acts; made fund-raising, material support, or solicitation for membership
in a terrorist organization a deportable offense; and directed the INS to
implement fully the provisions of the 1996 immigration reform law, in-
cluding an integrated entry-and-exit data system and a visa-monitoring
program for foreign students. The law also provided a variety of special
protections for immigrants directly affected by the September 11 attacks,
including the extension of filing or reentry deadlines, and humanitarian
relief for spouses and children of September 11 victims.

Refugee admissions and processing of refugee visa applications were
frozen after September 11, profoundly affecting many people seeking to
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enter the U.S., including Jews from the former Soviet Union (FSU). On
November 13, a number of Jewish organizations jointly wrote to Presi-
dent Bush urging that "the Department of Justice and Immigration and
Naturalization Service . . . work with the State Department to initiate ex-
peditious and creative approaches to ensure that our nation's commitment
to refugee protection and resettlement does not become another casualty
of terrorism." On November 21, the State Department issued a statement
committing the administration to resume admission of up to 70,000
refugees during fiscal year 2002. At year's end, however, the flow of
refugees remained at a trickle.

In the wake of September 11 and the moratorium on refugee admis-
sions, movement on the Refugee Protection Act (RPA) initiative was put
on hold. The RPA was designed to limit the application of the expedited
review procedures established by the 1996 immigration law, under which
an asylum seeker's claims of persecution could be subject to a one-time
review by a low-level INS employee at the point of entry. Critics pointed
out a number of problems: possible inconsistencies between INS officers
in the conduct of interviews, poor translations that could lead to erro-
neous decisions and inaccurate records, and lack of access to counsel and
independent agencies monitoring for abuse and ill treatment. The RPA
would limit the use of the expedited procedure to instances of immigra-
tion emergencies, and would prohibit its use altogether against aliens
fleeing from countries that engage in serious human-rights violations.
Prior to September 11, HIAS (the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society), in
coalition with other Jewish and pro-immigrant organizations, had been
working to increase the number of Senate cosponsors for RPA, and, at
the same time, had been seeking to introduce a bipartisan House com-
panion measure to the Senate bill (S. 1311) introduced on August 2 by
Senators Sam Brownback (R., Kan.) and Patrick Leahy (D., Ver.).

As in previous years, the conference report on the Labor/HHS/Edu-
cation spending measure, adopted by both the House and Senate, in-
cluded the Specter Amendment (formerly known as the Lautenberg
Amendment). This provision, as extended, provided for expedited treat-
ment through September 30, 2002, of applications for refugee status by
Jews, evangelical Christians, and other religious minorities in the FSU.

At the same time, Congress considered repeal of the Jackson-Vanik
Amendment, a 1974 provision imposing trade sanctions on what was,
then, the Soviet Union, for failing to allow its citizens to emigrate freely.
In the eyes of the U.S. and of Russian Jews, the amendment had played
a crucial role in inducing the USSR to let tens of thousands of Jews em-
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igrate. Jackson-Vanik continued in effect after the fall of communism,
though some of the successor republics had been "graduated" from its
provisions because of improved conditions for religious minorities. In
mid-November, while Russian president Vladimir Putin was in the U.S.,
President Bush—possibly as an inducement to Russia to play a leading
role in the antiterror coalition—said he would seek an end to Jackson-
Vanik. Russian Jews, viewing Putin as a friend, liked the idea, but Amer-
ican Jews, worried by reports of ongoing anti-Semitism in Russia, were
ambivalent. The National Conference on Soviet Jewry (NCSJ) backed a
proposal by Representative Lantos to accede to the administration's
wishes only if Russia committed itself to allow free Jewish emigration and
took steps to ensure religious liberty.

Shortly before it recessed for the year, the Senate debated, but put off
action on, a farm bill sponsored by Senator Tom Harkin (D., Iowa),
chairman of the Senate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry Committee,
which, among other things, would have restored such benefits as food
stamps, Medicaid, and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
(TANF) to certain legal immigrants, immigrant children, and refugees.
These had seen their eligibility for benefits drastically cut in 1996, with
only some of those benefits restored in the intervening years.

Congress and U.S.-IsraelRelations

On December 19, the House adopted a conference report on a foreign-
aid bill (H.R. 2506) by 357-66, and the Senate following suit the next day
by unanimous consent. The measure included $2.04 billion in military aid
to Israel and $720 million in financial assistance. While the aid to Israel
was in keeping with past practice, Israel's supporters saw this approval
and the votes leading up to it as a welcome indication that Congress
would continue to stand by Israel even as the U.S. was engaged in its own
war against terror.

However, the final appropriations bill did not include a section initially
passed by the House aimed at penalizing the Palestinian Authority (PA)
for its continuing use of violence. Subject to presidential waiver, that sec-
tion would have closed the Palestinian information office in the United
States, designated the PLO and its constituent groups foreign terrorist or-
ganizations, and restricted U.S. assistance to the West Bank and Gaza.
Based on the Middle East Peace Commitments Act of 2001
(H.R.1795/S.1409)—introduced in the House in May by Representatives
Gary Ackerman (D., N.Y.), Benjamin Gilman (R., N.Y.), and Tom Lan-
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tos (D., Cal.), and in the Senate in September by Senators Mitch Mc-
Connell (R., Ky.) and Dianne Feinstein (D., Cal.)—these provisions had
been incorporated into appropriations bills pending in both houses. After
the September 11 attacks, however, the administration urged the elimi-
nation of these provisions since they might hamper efforts to sustain the
international coalition against terrorism.

The conference report as adopted did include modified language pro-
viding for more limited sanctions should the president find that the Pales-
tinians had not "substantially complied" with their commitments. The
sanctions included downgrading the PLO office in Washington, desig-
nating the PLO-affiliated organizations Fatah, Force 17, and Tanzim as
foreign terror organizations, and eliminating all non-humanitarian aid.
But the final bill did not require the president to issue a report on Pales-
tinian compliance, and afforded him waiver authority. The conference re-
port also included a provision withholding $8 million in U.S. assistance
from the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) should the
president determine that Israel's Magen David Adom "is being denied
participation in the activities of the ICRC and the Red Crescent."

There was no movement, however, on a supplemental request to Con-
gress for an additional aid package for Israel worth $750 million. Origi-
nally suggested during the Clinton administration in November 2000, the
package would have included $250 million for the withdrawal of Israeli
forces from Lebanon and an additional $200 million in military assis-
tance. Egypt would have received $225 million in military assistance, and
Jordan $25 million for border security and $50 million in economic as-
sistance. The 106th Congress took no action on this, and while the Bush
administration initially expressed interest, a supplemental budget request
released on June 1, 2001, did not include it.

On November 16, 89 senators wrote to President Bush urging him not
to restrain Israel from responding to Palestinian terrorism. They said:
"the American people would never excuse us for not going after the ter-
rorists with all our strength and might. Yet that is what some have de-
manded of the Israeli government after every terrorist incident they suf-
fer. No matter what the provocation, we urge restraint." The letter,
prepared and circulated by Senators Kit Bond (R., Mo.) and Charles
Schumer (D., N.Y.), also praised President Bush for taking "the correct
course" by not meeting with Yasir Arafat while the violence continued.

In a similar vein, on December 5, the House of Representatives passed
(384-11) H.Con.Res.280, introduced by Representative Lantos, which ex-
pressed solidarity with Israel in the fight against terrorism. The resolu-
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tion specifically condemned the terrorist attacks of December 1 - 2 that
resulted in 26 deaths and the wounding of at least 175 within 14 hours.
Furthermore, it urged the president to take any and all necessary steps
to ensure that the Palestinian Authority carried out its responsibilities to
halt terrorism, including, if necessary, suspending all relations with
Arafat and the Palestinian Authority.

In perhaps the least surprising foreign policy development of 2001, the
administration announced in mid-June that it was exercising its waiver
authority under the Jerusalem Embassy Act of 1995 to postpone mov-
ing the U.S. embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. Jewish groups
were philosophical about the decision, which, while it followed in the path
well trod by President Clinton before him, flew in the face of President
Bush's campaign promise to begin the process of moving the embassy as
soon as he took office.

Pollard, and Pardons

The continued advocacy of his champions notwithstanding, convicted
spy Jonathan Pollard was not among the beneficiaries of a raft of last-
minute pardons granted by President Clinton just before he left office. De-
spite widespread hope among his supporters that the departing president
might see fit to grant Pollard a pardon, or at least clemency, as a way to
boost Israeli prime minister Ehud Barak's diminishing chances for re-
election, continuing strong opposition from the American intelligence
community prevailed once again. As President Bush took office, Pollard
was expected to renew his battle in the courts to set aside his guilty ver-
dict and receive a new trial. In February, Pollard wrote to Ariel Sharon,
just elected prime minister of Israel, urging that he request Bush to grant
him a pardon. Little was expected to come of this, and little did.

If the theory behind leaving Pollard off the list was that the outgoing
president would thereby avoid controversy, it was not to be. The contro-
versies associated with certain of the pardons and related clemencies that
Clinton signed as he left office had to do both with the circumstance of
his actions—an astounding 140 were signed on the morning of inaugu-
ration day by a chief executive who was, by all reports, operating under
severe sleep deprivation—and the beneficiaries. It quickly emerged that
the two most controversial were connected to the Jewish community.

The president commuted the sentences of several men from the New
York Hassidic community of New Square who had been convicted of
fraud and embezzlement. Some questioned whether this was a payback
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for that community's unexpectedly strong (indeed, almost unanimous)
vote for the president's wife, Hillary Rodham Clinton, in her successful
run for the U.S. Senate in 2000.

There was also the president's last-minute pardon of fugitive financier
Marc Rich, who had fled the United States for Switzerland following a
1983 indictment on racketeering and tax evasion. Advocates for Rich
claimed that he had been the victim of overly zealous prosecutors. But
the overwhelming weight of opinion was that Rich could only have ob-
tained the extraordinary boon of a pardon even while he remained a fugi-
tive from justice through his wealth and special connections—in partic-
ular, an ex-wife who was a formidable Democratic fund-raiser. As the
controversy gained momentum, it emerged that Israeli and American
Jewish leaders at the highest levels—including Israeli prime minister
Ehud Barak, Anti-Defamation League national director Abraham Fox-
man, and U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum Council chairman Rabbi
Irving Greenberg—had weighed in with President Clinton to urge
clemency for Rich. After fleeing to Switzerland, Rich had become a
major benefactor of Jewish institutions and charities around the world.

In mid-February, Rabbi Eric Yoffie, president of the Union of Amer-
ican Hebrew Congregations, asserted that the joining of so many lead-
ers in the campaign for Rich had "undermined our community's moral
fabric." Others speculated that the campaign on behalf of Rich had af-
forded President Clinton the opportunity to view a pardon for Rich as a
trade-off for not pardoning Pollard. Bill Clinton himself weighed into the
debate in a February 17 op-ed piece in the New York Times. Clinton de-
fended the Rich pardon partly on the grounds that Israeli and American
Jewish officials wanted it. This claim led a number of American Jewish
leaders to complain that Clinton was exaggerating their impact on the
now-discredited pardon, and virtually accused him of scapegoating the
Jewish community.

By late February, reports emerged that Manhattan U.S. Attorney Mary
Jo White was investigating whether either the Rich or the New Square
clemencies were the product of illicit deals. On March 19, a day on which
he also discussed his involvement in the Rich pardon with investigators
for the House Committee on Government Reform, Abraham Foxman is-
sued a letter saying that he may have erred in backing Rich. Notwith-
standing Rich's substantial contributions to Jewish institutions (which an-
other ADL official confirmed included donations to that organization),
Foxman now said that he had subsequently come to question "whether
a person's good deeds should overcome other aspects of his behavior."
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President Bush and the Jewish Community

As the year began, some American Jews faced the incoming adminis-
tration with a degree of trepidation. Less than 20 percent of American
Jews had voted for George W. Bush in the 2000 election. The Jewish com-
munity recalled its confrontations with the first President Bush over mat-
ters affecting Israel. And it knew from the start that the incoming ad-
ministration differed strongly with the bulk of the Jewish community on
issues of domestic policy such as church-state separation and abortion.
Yet, before the year was half over, Jews had a far warmer relationship with
the new president than anyone had expected.

As the conflict between Israel and the Palestinians heated up early in
the year and supporters of Israel felt increasingly isolated on the world
stage, the president clearly showed that he blamed the Palestinians for the
escalation of the violence. If any one fact could symbolize this, it was
Bush's White House invitation to Prime Minister Sharon soon after the
latter's election, even as the president declined to invite Yasir Arafat,
who had been to the White House often during the Clinton years.

In early May, at his first formal appearance before a Jewish organiza-
tion since his election, President Bush spoke warmly of Israel at the an-
nual dinner of the American Jewish Committee, sharing the dais with
Mexican president Vincente Fox, Israeli foreign minister Shimon Peres,
and German foreign minister Joschka Fischer. Then, on May 31, there
was a "working dinner" at the White House, where the president and se-
nior administration officials met with Israeli president Moshe Katzav and
a group of top American Jewish leaders for what some of the latter would
later term an "extraordinary" discussion about Israel and the Middle
East. Far from a routine "grin and grip," by all reports it was a candid
and wide-ranging conversation. Abraham Foxman noted that Bush "had
a very hands-on knowledge of the area, its problems and challenges." Jack
Rosen, president of the American Jewish Congress, asserted, "I walked
away from that evening feeling this is a president who knows right from
wrong and good guys from bad guys." Also at the meeting were repre-
sentatives of the American Jewish Committee, the Conference of Presi-
dents of Major American Jewish Organizations, the Republican Jewish
Coalition, the United Jewish Communities, and others.

These warm feelings, a grace note in an otherwise bleak year, were re-
inforced when President Bush again hosted Jewish leaders on December
10. This was, as far as anyone could recall, the first Hanukkah party ever
held at the White House—complete with latkes and jelly doughnuts, all
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kosher. In public comments before the festivities and during private con-
versation at the event, the president allied himself with the Israeli posi-
tion. This was soon after horrendous suicide bombings in Jerusalem and
Haifa, and Bush clearly placed the onus on Arafat to do more to stop the
violence. His statements were welcome, as well, because they eased rela-
tions that had become somewhat strained when, after September 11,
some Jewish leaders felt that the administration seemed to be unfairly
pressuring Israel in an effort to placate Arab countries into joining the
coalition against terror.

ANTI-SEMITISM AND EXTREMISM

Assessing Anti-Semitism

The Anti-Defamation League's annual audit of anti-Semitic incidents,
released in late March, reported that there were 1,606 such incidents di-
rected at individuals and institutions in the United States during 2000,
an increase of some 4 percent from 1999. The ADL audit attributed the
increase to a targeting of Jews in the wake of the new round of Israeli-
Palestinian violence that erupted in late September 2000. The rise was not
evenly distributed around the country: New York saw a startling increase
of 50 percent, while anti-Semitism on college campuses rose by 15 per-
cent, ending a five-year decline in campus incidents.

The FBI's national hate-crimes statistics report for 2000, issued late in
2001, indicated that Jews and Jewish institutions were the target of choice
in religion-bias crimes, as in previous years. Based on data received from
11,690 law-enforcement agencies, the FBI found that religion-bias crimes
constituted 18.3 percent of all hate crimes, and, of these, about three-
quarters (1,109 incidents) were against Jews and Jewish institutions.

Acts of Violence and Hate Speech

The new year was not even an hour old when an apparent arson oc-
curred at Temple Emanu-El in Reno, Nevada, a synagogue that had been
firebombed some 13 months earlier by five skinheads. The latest confla-
gration, set off by a flammable liquid, damaged the front entrance and
entryway of the synagogue, and was quickly extinguished.

Anti-Israel demonstrations, often incorporating what Jewish students
and organizations perceived as anti-Semitic messages, became common
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on college campuses throughout 2001. At times, the anti-Semitic content
was overt. In late March, Jewish students at the State University at Bing-
hamton, in upstate New York, were confronted with 23 swastikas drawn
with a felt-tip marker on various buildings around campus. The swastikas,
which followed on incidents of anti-Semitic vandalism the previous year,
were quickly cleaned up, and the university president reaffirmed an offer,
originally made in 2000, of a $5,000 reward for information leading to a
conviction.

An old case of hate violence was brought to a close in 2001. In late Jan-
uary, Buford Furrow, the white supremacist who had gone on a shooting
spree in August 1999 during which he wounded five at a Los Angeles Jew-
ish community center and killed a Filipino American mail carrier (see
AJYB 2001, p. 171), entered a plea of guilty. In his plea bargain with fed-
eral prosecutors, Furrow agreed to a life sentence without possibility of
parole, thereby avoiding the possibility of a death sentence. Prosecutors
cited Burrow's severe psychiatric problems as a significant factor in their
decision to accept the plea. In statements made after his arrest in 1999,
Furrow had characterized his attack on the JCC as "a wake-up call to
America to kill Jews," and, according to prosecutors at that time, he
killed the mailman because he was "angered at the sight of a nonwhite
federal employee." The sentence was imposed in federal district court in
late March, with U.S. District Judge Nora Manella commenting that
Furrow's actions "were a reminder that bigotry is alive.'

On November 30, another case of anti-Jewish violence was brought to
a close, as brothers Benjamin and James Williams received lengthy prison
sentences in U.S. district court, following guilty pleas for their role in the
1999 firebombings of three Sacramento synagogues. In court, Rabbi Brad
Bloom of congregation B'nai Israel, the most severely damaged of the
synagogues, told the self-described anti-Semites and white supremacists
that "ironically'' they had "strengthened the determination of the entire
community to make no room for bigotry." The Williams brothers still
faced trials in state court for killing a homosexual couple two weeks after
the synagogue arsons.

On December 12, there came a reminder that Jews, too, were capable
of plotting to commit hate crimes, when federal authorities in Los An-
geles announced the arrest of Irv Rubin, chairman of the Jewish Defense
League (JDL), and Earl Krugel, a JDL member. The two were charged
with conspiring to blow up the King Fahd Mosque and the offices of the
Muslim Public Affairs Council, both in Los Angeles. Also allegedly tar-
geted were the Orange County offices of an Arab-American congressman,
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Darrell Issa (R., Cal.). Jewish organizations and leaders immediately
condemned the alleged plot. Founded by the late Rabbi Meir Kahane in
1968, the JDL had developed a reputation for using violence and intim-
idation to respond to anti-Semitism, although the organization had been
inactive in recent years. Rubin's lawyer denied the charges, terming the
arrests an "overreaction" triggered by the events of September 11.

In early May, eBay, the leading Internet auction site, announced that,
effective May 17, it would no longer allow its facilities to be used for the
sale of Nazi memorabilia. This was a reversal of eBay's previous posi-
tion that items more than 50 years old were to be considered "historical"
and therefore exempt from the company's ban on hate artifacts. The eBay
action brought it into conformance with European practice, and was
praised by the Simon Wiesenthal Center and other Jewish groups, while
others raised concerns about free speech.

Discrimination

On June 11, a jury sitting in federal district court in Orlando, Florida,
handed down a $100,000 verdict on a religious-discrimination claim
brought against the BellSouth telephone company by former employee
Jeffrey Bander, an Orthodox Jew. Bander said that he had been subject
to harassment by his supervisor after he became Orthodox following his
son's death—such as being told to shave his beard and stop wearing his
yarmulke, and anti-Semitic remarks. Although the jury rejected those
charges, it found that BellSouth had fired Bander in February 1999 in re-
taliation for his filing of complaints with the company and the federal
government. BellSouth denied discrimination or retaliatory motives,
claimed that Bander had been fired for cause, and said it would appeal.
Jewish advocacy groups pointed to the case as showing the need for Con-
gress to act on the Workplace Religious Freedom Act, legislation that
would strengthen employers1 obligation to accommodate the religious
practices of employees.

Another high-profile claim of discrimination came to light in late Oc-
tober, when Major Shawn Pine, a reserve officer in the army, alleged that
anti-Semitism lay behind the decision to strip him of his security clear-
ance—and, therefore, his command of an intelligence unit—because of
his ties to Israel. "When they see a Jew, they see Jonathan Pollard," Pine
commented. The army denied any invidious motivation and asserted that
its action reflected the implementation of a new policy whereby anyone
with dual citizenship was denied top clearance.
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INTERGROUP RELATIONS

Black-Jewish Relations

Following on the heels of the strain in black-Jewish relations caused
by America's downgraded participation in the Durban conference against
racism (see above, pp. 164-65), a new focus of controversy appeared. The
Rev. Al Sharpton, a New York-area African-American activist widely re-
garded in the Jewish community as a rabble-rouser and, at best, a bor-
derline anti-Semite, traveled to Israel in October. This was a fence-
mending mission in anticipation of an expected run for the Democratic
presidential nomination. In advance of the trip, Rabbi Marc Schneier,
president of the Foundation for Ethnic Understanding, and Rabbi
Shmuel Boteach, author of the best-selling book Kosher Sex, announced
that they would accompany Sharpton. Schneier, one of the few Jewish
leaders who had been willing to meet with Nation of Islam leader Louis
Farrakhan, applauded Sharpton's decision to visit Israel, calling it "a sig-
nificant step in the strengthening of black-Jewish relations in New York
and throughout the country." Sharpton, for his part, announced that he
would not be meeting with Palestinian officials since he was "not trying
to mediate the Middle East situation." The theme of the trip was, instead,
to understand how Israel was coping with terror and build bridges to the
Jewish community. Several Jewish leaders expressed reservations, how-
ever, even as they welcomed Sharpton's action. "This trip to Israel appears
to be a step in the right direction," said Michael Miller, executive vice
president of the Jewish Community Relations Council of New York,
"but an expression of genuine remorse for his past misdeeds will be a
more accurate measure of his relationship to the Jewish community of
New York."

As it turned out, the trip did not perform the healing function that its
organizers had anticipated. Once it became clear that Sharpton was to
meet with Arafat after all—albeit with the encouragement and assistance
of Israeli officials who wanted Sharpton to send a message to stop the
violence—Schneier decided not to go. "If I were looking to reconcile with
the Jewish community, my first overture would not be sitting down with
Yasir Arafat," Schneier commented, adding that Sharpton's session with
Arafat meant that he would have no time to meet with victims of the June
1 bombing of the Tel Aviv Dolphinarium. Boteach, for his part, did ac-
company Sharpton to Israel but not to the Arafat meeting, and insisted
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that the trip as a whole, which included visits to Yad Vashem and an
Ethiopian immigrant-absorption center, and meetings with Israeli offi-
cials and other terror victims, was a success. Boteach called on the Jew-
ish community to be "gracious" to Sharpton, recognizing that he had
come "all this way at a very dangerous time" to meet "with civilians and
victims of terror."

Whatever the intergroup tensions, there certainly remained leaders in
both the black and Jewish communities who continued to work to main-
tain the historic relationship. A survey of black and Jewish views, released
by the Foundation for Ethnic Understanding in August, confirmed an
overall sense that this was a relationship that could use improvement—
but also a shared desire for such improvement and cooperation. In one
striking finding, 74 percent of Jews in New York (73 percent elsewhere
in the country) thought that Jews and blacks should work in partnership
on civil rights, a view shared by 87 percent of New York blacks (and 77
percent elsewhere).

Latino-Jewish Relations

The 2000 census had shown that the burgeoning American Latino
community was likely to grow in numbers and political influence in com-
ing years. It was, therefore, hardly surprising that B'nai B'rith Interna-
tional and New American Alliance, an organization of Latino business
leaders, joined together to organize a national Jewish-Latino "summit"
in early March. Attended by representatives of an array of Jewish and
Latino organizations, the meeting sought to identify common priorities
and develop cooperative strategies to pursue them. Among the key issues
the participants discussed were the portrayal of Jews and Latinos in the
media, the quality of public education, support for Israel and increased
aid for Latin American nations, and the economic empowerment of mi-
nority communities. The conference also saw release of a new survey
commissioned by the Foundation for Ethnic Understanding that identi-
fied areas of agreement and disagreement between the two communities:
there was strong support among both Jews and Latinos for tougher an-
tidiscrimination laws, but substantial disagreement over bilingual edu-
cation, supported overwhelmingly by Latinos but opposed by nearly a
third of Jews. Nevertheless, as Dina Siegel Vann, B'nai B'rith director for
Latin American affairs, observed, Jewish organizations for the most part
supported bilingual education.
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Catholic-Jewish Relations

Although Jewish leaders remained as quick as ever to praise the ever-
more-frail Pope John Paul II for his historical role in creating a new and
warmer relationship between the Catholic and Jewish communities, that
relationship seemed more strained in 2001 than in preceding years.

In early May, Pope John Paul II visited Damascus where he was greeted
by Bashar al-Assad, the young president of Syria. Assad chose the oc-
casion to launch into an anti-Semitic diatribe in which he resuscitated the
accusation that Jews killed Jesus, threw in for good measure a charge that
Jews had tried to kill Mohammed, and called on Christians and Muslims
to unite against the Jews. While American Jewish leaders saw obscene ex-
pressions of Jew-hatred as par for the course among the Syrian leader-
ship, they could not help but express their disappointment that a pontiff
who had stressed Jewish-Christian reconciliation sat by and said nothing
in response to Assad's attacks. Linking this silence to charges that the Vat-
ican had been silent in the face of the Nazi extermination of the Jews,
Rabbi A. James Rudin, senior interreligious adviser to the American Jew-
ish Committee, commented: "If there's one thing we've learned from the
1930s, it's that words—especially the words of leaders—have conse-
quences. And these words should not go unchecked or uncriticized."
Some Jewish leaders worried that the Vatican might have decided to mend
relations with the Muslim world by acquiescing in the expressions of
anti-Semitism coming from its leaders, even at the risk of implicitly grant-
ing legitimacy to those expressions.

Church spokesmen rejected this analysis. Eugene Fisher, director of
Catholic-Jewish relations for the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops,
asserted that the Vatican had clearly rejected the idea that the Jews were
to blame for the death of Jesus, "and nothing Mr. Assad says will change
the mind of the pope or of one billion Catholics." But Seymour Reich,
chairman of the International Jewish Committee for Interreligious Con-
sultations (IJCIC), expressed disappointment that the pope had not found
a diplomatic way to express his displeasure with Assad's words, even if
only after returning to Rome. In Reich's view, reliance on knowledge of
current Catholic doctrine was not a sufficient substitute for public repu-
diation of bigotry.

One of the longest running irritants in Jewish-Vatican relations ex-
ploded in an exchange of charges and countercharges after an interfaith
panel of historians created to review the role of Pope Pius XII during the
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Holocaust era disbanded because it was denied access to all of the Vati-
can's pertinent wartime records (see AJYB 2001, p. 181, and below,
p. 389). The Vatican-approved group of Catholic and Jewish scholars had
been put together as a way of dealing with the substantial tensions that
had emerged as Pope John Paul moved toward beatification of, and ulti-
mately sainthood for, the wartime pontiff who, many Jews believed, did
little or nothing to stop the Nazi Holocaust. When the Vatican, citing
"technical reasons," declined to provide access to more than 11 volumes
of archives—and those only through 1923—the panel wrote on July 20
to the Vatican's Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews, say-
ing that "we cannot see a way forward at present to the final report you
request, and believe we must suspend our work."

Seymour Reich released the scholars' letter to the public, and noted his
own "deep disappointment" in "the lack of positive response" from "a
good pope." Far less diplomatic was Elan Steinberg, executive director
of the World Jewish Congress, an IJCIC member organization, who
called the failure to provide more complete access to the archives a "cover-
up." Upon the public release of the scholars' letter, the Catholic mem-
bers of the panel issued a statement assuring the Vatican that they did
not agree with Reich and that they had not signed the letter with any in-
tent of protesting Vatican policy.

Matters heated up even further after Cardinal Walter Kasper, who was
now in charge of the Vatican's relations with Jews, issued a communique
on August 24 accusing the Jewish members of the panel of "indiscretion"
through "polemical remarks to the press" that made it impossible for the
research to continue. The Jewish scholars responded with a statement on
September 4, charging that "the Jewish members of the group of schol-
ars have been singled out for blame," and that the appropriate way out
of this "impasse" was for the Vatican to heed the scholars' call for addi-
tional documentation. With no sign that any access to more documents
would be forthcoming, two of the panel's Jewish scholars announced
several weeks later their resignation from the group. One of them, Robert
Wistrich of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, told the World Jewish
Congress at its annual meeting in Jerusalem that the turn of events had
brought Catholic-Jewish relations to their lowest ebb since the 1960s.
Other observers, though, suggested that the matter, inflammatory as it
was, constituted just one part of a complex and multifaceted relationship
between the two religions.

Notably, soon after the imbroglio over his visit to Syria, the pope took
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the occasion of a June visit to Ukraine to make a pilgrimage, in the com-
pany of the chief rabbi, to Babi Yar, where the Nazis had killed thousands
of Jews in September 1941 (see below, p. 383).

Muslim-Jewish Relations

Muslim-Jewish relations, uneasy even at the zenith of the Israeli-
Palestinian peace process, seemed to metastasize as, first, that process
continued to unravel, and, second, people purporting to act in the name
of Islam subjected the U.S. to savage terrorist attacks.

The difficulties of dialogue between Muslims and Jews were under-
scored after the American Jewish Committee, in May, released a pair of
books published under the joint heading Children of Abraham, one ex-
plaining the Muslim faith to Jews, and the other explaining the Jewish
faith to Muslims. The book on Judaism, authored by Rabbi Reuven Fire-
stone of Hebrew Union College, attracted little attention. But the com-
panion volume, written by Khalid Duran, drew a sharp denunciation
from the Washington-based Council on American-Islamic Relations
(CAIR) even before the book was issued and before CAIR could have
read the volume. Duran, a leading academic analyst of Islam in the mod-
ern world, was controversial in the Muslim community because of his on-
going criticism of, as he saw it, the domination of Islamic institutions by
theological radicals—a critique that found voice in the book. After its
publication, Arab newspapers condemned Duran for spreading "anti-
Muslim propaganda," and, in June, Sheikh Abd-al-Mun'im Abu Zant, a
Muslim cleric from Jordan, issued afatwa to "shed the blood" of the au-
thor. While this was later "clarified" as a call to investigate Duran, the
author treated the edict as a death threat, and went into hiding for an ex-
tended period. Unapologetic about AJC's publication of a work that had
been reviewed and approved by Islamic scholars before its release and that
received a number of excellent reviews, AJC acting executive director
Shula Bahat asserted that the uproar exposed the very problem of Mus-
lim extremism that Duran was describing.

Following the September 11 attacks, Jewish groups were quick to stress
that individuals and groups should not be held responsible for acts car-
ried out by others simply because they were members of the same ethnic
group or faith. Furthermore, Jewish leaders condemned the rash of hate
incidents that followed September 11 in which persons of Middle East
"appearance" and Islamic institutions were attacked or vandalized. Nev-
ertheless, in many—but not all—cities with large Jewish, Muslim, and
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Arab populations, relations became strained, particularly when Muslim
leaders who condemned the September 11 attacks declined to criticize ter-
rorism generally, or used September 11 as a platform to make anti-Jewish
or anti-Israel statements.

In Los Angeles, a Jewish-Muslim dialogue that was already on shaky
ground because of hard feelings on both sides over the violence in Israel
seemed about to dissolve following September 11. A prominent Muslim
participant in the dialogue, Salam Al-Marayati, executive director of the
Muslim Public Affairs Council, asserted on a radio program on the day
of the attacks that Israel should be a suspect—this, even while Jewish
leaders were scrupulously avoiding casting blame on any country or or-
ganization until the facts were in. A subsequent "clarification" by Al-
Marayati, in which he claimed that his remarks had been taken out of
context, only made things worse. Rabbi John Rosove of Temple Israel,
whose view was widespread in the Jewish community, termed Al-
Marayati's statements "so offensive and provocative that I am in crisis as
to whether I am going to stay in the dialogue." At the same time, area
Muslims expressed their own grievance over a posting on the Simon
Wiesenthal Center Web site of a photo of West Bank Palestinians cheer-
ing news of the September 11 attacks. The Muslims complained that this
was "fanning the flames of ethnic and religious hatred."

A contentious sideshow to the deteriorating Muslim-Jewish relation-
ship was a series of dueling estimates of the number of Muslims in Amer-
ica. In late April, CAIR, along with several other Muslim organizations,
claimed that there were some 7 million U.S. Muslims, on the premise that
for every one of the 2 million Muslims said to be affiliated with a mosque,
there were 3.5 million additional Muslims. Earlier in the year, an estimate
released by the Georgetown University Center for Muslim-Christian Un-
derstanding had found the Muslim population at 4 -6 million, and
steadily increasing. What seemed indisputable was the conclusion voiced
by John Zogby, president and CEO of the Zogby International polling
agency, that American Muslims would soon outnumber an American
Jewish population that was shrinking due to assimilation and a low
birthrate.

Some Jewish observers, however, suggested that the political implica-
tions of the CAIR study were not clear, noting that 33 percent of mosque
members were of South Asian origin and 30 percent were black, while
only some 25 percent were of Arab background. Martin Raffel, associ-
ate director of the Jewish Council for Public Affairs (JCPA), said: "The
critical question here is to distinguish between the growing American
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Muslim community on the one hand and certain anti-Israel Arab and
Muslim organizations that have been seeking to make political inroads
in Washington and in communities around the United States." Another
point was made by David Gad-Harf, executive director of the Jewish
Community Council of Metropolitan Detroit, that Muslims had reached
out to Jews in his community in the recognition that, whatever disagree-
ments they had on the Middle East, there were "concrete opportunities
to work together" on matters affecting the needs of religious minorities.

In October, with the estimates of 6-7 million American Muslims gain-
ing increased acceptance in the wake of September 11, two unrelated stud-
ies appeared that raised doubts about these numbers. Tom Smith, a highly
respected scholar at the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) at
the University of Chicago, proposed that the figure was far smaller, be-
tween 1.9 and 2.8 million. Smith cited a number of factors accounting
for the earlier overestimate, including the tendency for groups to exag-
gerate their numbers and the faulty assumption that an immigrant pop-
ulation that has come from a particular country is likely to mirror the re-
ligious composition of that country. Smith analyzed several population
surveys and found that between 0.2 and 0.6 percent of households had
at least one Muslim adult. He then adjusted for a likely low Muslim par-
ticipation in the survey because of the large number of immigrant Mus-
lims who had limited English skills, and estimated that Muslims made up
about 0.7 percent of the adult population.

Another study released the same week, carried out by the City Uni-
versity of New York, generated an even lower estimate. Using random
telephone dialing to reach homes and ask those over 18 to describe
their religious identification, the researchers came up with about 1.1 mil-
lion adult American Muslims. Egon Mayer, one of the authors of the
study, noted that although, under this analysis, there were more than
twice as many Jews as Muslims living in the U.S., the Muslim popula-
tion had more than doubled in the last decade while the number of Jews
had declined.

Ibrahim Hooper of CAIR immediately denounced the Smith survey,
sponsored as it was by the American Jewish Committee (which he de-
scribed as part of "the extremist wing of the pro-Israel lobby"), calling
it a "desperate attempt to discount the role of American Muslims." AJC,
however, denied any political motivation. Terming Hooper's "vile lan-
guage" to be "not a very thoughtful response to a scholarly study," David
Harris, the AJC's executive director, noted: "We had every reason to be-
lieve that [the 7-million figure] was way off because all the data suggested
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it. Here was an attempt to invent a figure and then make it stick."
Harris added that "population figures in the U.S. have societal, cultural
and political implications."

CHURCH AND STATE

Charitable Choice

"Charitable choice" was the central church-state issue of 2001. This
term was shorthand for a particular approach to expanding government
funding of social services provided by faith-based institutions, and loos-
ening restrictions on the use of those funds. President Bush, who had
made charitable choice a priority while he served as governor of Texas,
turned his attention to its national implementation almost as soon as his
election to the presidency was confirmed in December 2000. Shortly after
his inauguration, in accordance with plans finalized during the transition,
Bush issued an executive order establishing the White House Office of
Faith-Based and Community Initiatives under Dr. John Dilulio of the
University of Pennsylvania. A companion executive order directed cab-
inet departments to prepare reports reviewing, and proposing modifica-
tions of, existing regulations and policies that presented "barriers" to the
involvement of faith-based groups in government-funded programs.

Most of the organized Jewish community opposed charitable choice
on the grounds that it would open the door to proselytization of benefi-
ciaries, engender conflict among religious groups competing for public
funds, and allow discrimination on the basis of religion in the hiring of
federally funded service providers. The Anti-Defamation League focused,
as well, on the potential of charitable choice to open the door to gov-
ernment funding of hate groups, such as the Nation of Islam. Orthodox
groups, however, were strongly on the other side, championing charita-
ble choice as a means to promote a system of social services that treated
religious organizations and their potential beneficiaries more equitably.

To the surprise of the administration, it was not long before some on
the right joined the left in raising concerns about charitable choice, lead-
ing to reports in March that the White House was holding off on intro-
ducing its own legislation on the matter. Early on, however, Dilulio,
pointing to the review of existing regulations and policies under way,
stated that much of what the administration wanted to accomplish might
be done without legislation. In Congress, Senator Rick Santorum (R.,
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Pa.) delayed the introduction of a comprehensive measure, choosing in-
stead to introduce on March 21, together with Senator Joseph Lieberman
(D., Conn.), a bipartisan bill creating new tax-deduction incentives for
expanded charitable giving. This measure drew broad support from the
Jewish community, including many who opposed charitable choice.

Supporters of charitable choice moved forward, however, in the House
of Representatives. On March 29, Representatives J.C. Watts (R., Okla.)
and Tony Hall (D., Ohio) introduced H.R.7, the Community Solutions
Act, which combined the noncontroversial tax incentives of the
Santorum-Lieberman bill with measures that applied charitable choice
to a host of additional federal programs.

Bills including charitable choice provisions had been enacted at least
four times, beginning with the welfare reform law of 1996. Remarkably
enough, however, prior to 2001, there had never been a congressional
hearing on the pros and cons of this approach. Now, the House of Rep-
resentatives made up for lost time, holding several hearings from April
through June in the Judiciary, Government Reform, and Ways and Means
committees. In the Senate, the Judiciary Committee held a hearing on
June 6, even as the committee gavel was being transferred from Senator
Orrin Hatch (R., Utah) to Senator Patrick Leahy (D., Ver.) as a result of
the Democrats' sudden accession to majority status (see above, p. 157).
Jewish organizations were well represented at these hearings on both
sides, as the Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism, the American
Jewish Committee, the Orthodox Union, and Agudath Israel were among
those testifying.

On June 28, the charitable choice provisions of H.R.7 were marked up
in a hotly debated all-day session of the House Judiciary Committee. The
bill was reported out of committee in a 20-5 party-line vote—realizing
that Republicans had the votes to report the bill out of committee, most
Democrats had left for their districts earlier that evening. On July 11, the
House Ways and Means Committee held a mark-up on the tax provisions
of H.R.7 and reported the bill out of committee 23-16, also a party-line
vote. Despite objections from some moderate Republican House mem-
bers that the bill would override local and state antidiscrimination laws,
H.R.7 passed by 233-198 in the House of Representatives on July 19. The
House also rejected, by 195-234, a motion to recommit the bill to the Ju-
diciary Committee with instructions to add language stating that feder-
ally funded religious service providers could not discriminate on the basis
of religion, and that none of the bill's provisions superceded state or local
civil-rights laws. The motion would have essentially shelved the bill. It
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failed in large part because the concerns of most moderate Republicans
were placated by a colloquy on the House floor in which Representative
Watts promised to address those concerns when the bill was considered
in conference with the Senate. With that, the focus on expansion of char-
itable choice shifted to the Senate, where Senators Lieberman and San-
torum were expected to introduce a separate and scaled-down bill in the
fall.

A report prepared under the direction of Dilulio, Unlevel Playing
Field: Barriers to Faith-Based and Community Organizations' Participa-
tion in Federal Social Service Programs, that summarized the review of
existing regulations and policies undertaken at the direction of the pres-
ident, was released by the White House on August 16. The report found
significant barriers to the provision of government-funded social ser-
vices by faith-based organizations, including restrictions on which types
of religious organizations and which religious activities might receive
funding, as well as cumbersome government regulations and require-
ments. However, the administration also determined that there were in-
sufficient data to determine precisely which organizations received fed-
eral funds, since those funds were mainly disbursed through block grants
to the states, which in turn distributed the funds. On August 17, Dilulio
announced his intention to resign from his senior White House post as
soon as his replacement and a transition team were in place.

Also on August 17, the Pew Forum on Religion and the Brookings In-
stitution cosponsored a "rapid-response" session to analyze the Dilulio
document. There, Richard Foltin, the American Jewish Committee's leg-
islative director and counsel, praised the report insofar as it encouraged
regulatory reforms that would enable small community-based organiza-
tions to provide social services in partnership with government. However,
Foltin criticized the report's implicit call for an expansion of government
funding to faith-based organizations in the absence of data on the im-
plementation of the charitable-choice provisions enacted in 1996. Oth-
ers at the session were critical of the report because the administration
failed to define the term "faith-based organization," and thus it remained
unclear which organizations the administration believed should receive
federal funds.

Like so many other matters on the public agenda, the push for chari-
table choice was temporarily diverted by the events of September 11. Re-
turning to the fray on November 7, President Bush wrote to Senate lead-
ers, urging them to move forward on several provisions of his faith-based
initiative. The president noted that Americans had contributed generously
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to groups offering assistance related to the terror attacks, but expressed
concern that other charities might suffer a drop-off in donations. Citing
the House's action in July on H.R.7, he called on Congress to enact, be-
fore the end of the year, an "armies of compassion" bill that would en-
able federal money to flow to religious charitable organizations. Follow-
ing the analysis presented in the Unlevel Playing Field report, Bush urged
removal of "unneeded barriers to government support for faith-based
groups," "equal treatment of faith-based charities," and "technical as-
sistance and capacity building for faith-based groups." He also called, in
his letter, for allowing tax deductions for charitable contributions made
by those who did not itemize their tax deductions, an approach, as noted
above, widely popular in the Jewish community because it would en-
courage charitable donations without raising the church-state problems
posed by charitable choice.

Prior to the year-end recess, Senators Lieberman and Santorum had
planned to introduce their own compromise "armies of compassion" leg-
islation that would include those elements of H.R.7 they viewed as un-
controversial, while leaving other aspects of charitable choice for later.
By all reports, the White House had indicated its support for such a mea-
sure even though it did not include the president's entire faith-based ini-
tiative package, if Congress moved to enact the legislation in 2001. A draft
bill circulated in November included provisions allowing non-itemizers
to take charitable contributions; created a special fund that would dis-
tribute federal money to the private sector to improve social-service pro-
grams; and provided technical assistance for religious charities to com-
pete for federal funding. The Lieberman-Santorum bill also included
language intended to provide religious organizations with "equal treat-
ment"—allowing them to receive federal funds for the provision of so-
cial services even while they maintained the religious character of their
boards and charters, and displayed religious icons and symbols on their
premises. However it omitted the provisions of H.R.7 that barred "dis-
crimination" in government contracting on the basis of the religious
character of an organization and that specifically exempted funded or-
ganizations from prohibitions on employment discrimination on the basis
of religion, even with respect to the government-funded programs.

Progress on the Lieberman-Santorum initiative stalled, with no bill in-
troduced by year's end, when Congress was unable to resolve differences
concerning pending economic stimulus proposals, since the amount of the
tax deduction for non-itemizers could not be determined until the size of
the stimulus package was finalized. In any event, a number of Jewish or-
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ganizations viewed its "equal-treatment" provisions as problematic, al-
though an improvement on H.R.7.

With a grant from the Pew Charitable Trusts, the American Jewish
Committee, in partnership with the Feinstein Center of American Jew-
ish History at Temple University, released a report in February titled In
Good Faith: A Dialogue on Government Funding of Faith-Based Social Ser-
vices. This was the culmination of a two-year study that brought together
advocates of both sides of the charitable-choice debate to explore the pos-
sibility of attaining a mutually acceptable consensus. The report reaf-
firmed the groups' differences of opinion, but also identified common
ground on appropriate types of nonfinancial cooperation between gov-
ernment and religious institutions, and on nongovernment community
support for religious groups.

Education

In 2000, for the first time, Congress failed to reauthorize regular fund-
ing for programs under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA), which, passed in 1965, authorizing massive federal aid to pub-
lic schools. Instead, the lawmakers ended up funding ESEA programs on
a temporary basis in the year-end omnibus-spending package as the 106th
Congress concluded its work. The task of giving the programs a longer
lease on life—within the context of broad educational reforms called for
by the newly elected President Bush—was left to the 107th Congress.

True to his campaign pledge to put education at the top of the agenda,
President Bush introduced his plan, at least in broad strokes, soon after
his inauguration. Among its key provisions were the development of
measures to increase school accountability, annual academic assessments
for reading and math, allowing students in failing schools to use Title I
funds to transfer to higher-performing public or private schools, and the
use of federal funds to improve teacher quality. While there was biparti-
san support for the need to address school accountability and teacher
quality, there remained substantial disagreement about how to accom-
plish these goals.

Reflecting its desire to move forward on this issue on a bipartisan
basis, the administration quickly signaled that vouchers would not be an
essential component of the final package. Both houses of Congress, ac-
cordingly, produced education packages that increased funding and pro-
vided for alternative approaches to accountability, but did not include
vouchers. S. 1, the Better Education for Students and Teachers Act, which
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passed the Senate on March 8, included language supported by many Jew-
ish organizations reauthorizing funding for educational programs that
combated hate crimes. H.R.I, the No Child Left Behind Act, passed in
the House of Representatives on June 14, did not fund such programs.
Instead, it included provisions, opposed by many of those same Jewish
organizations, allowing a school district to use up to 20 percent of fed-
eral administrative funds to defend against lawsuits over religious ex-
pression, and that conditioned federal funding on a district's written cer-
tification that "no policy of the agency prevents or otherwise denies
participation in constitutionally protected prayer in public schools."
Many Jewish groups, and allied groups, viewed these provisions as likely
to hamper the efforts of school officials to avoid practices that blurred
church-state separation.

Following lengthy negotiation, the House voted 381-14 on December
13 to adopt a conference report reauthorizing the ESEA for six years, and
the Senate following suit by 87-10 on December 18. The omnibus bill pro-
vided additional federal spending for poor and disadvantaged students,
and also included provisions designed to increase school accountability
that President Bush had long championed: states were required to give
math and reading tests to all students from third through eighth grades;
before any steps were taken against them, failing schools could receive
money and technical help to improve; and children in the worst schools
could, at public expense, get private tutors and attend after-school pro-
grams, or transfer to a different public school.

The act did not include any reference to the vouchers programs that
were part of the administration's original proposal, it did, however, pro-
vide funding for antibias education, and made the civil rights laws ap-
plicable to any private programs it funded. The law also empowered the
Department of Education to issue a "guidance" on when prayer is per-
missible in public schools, violation of which could lead to a cut-off of
federal funds to the school district involved, and included provisions for
funding after-school programs offered by private organizations, appar-
ently including pervasively religious organizations such as houses of wor-
ship and religious schools.

Whatever Congress did on the vouchers front in 2001 was overshad-
owed by the sense that the constitutional landscape on this matter was
about to change forever. As it opened its 2001 -02 term, the U.S. Supreme
Court announced that it would hear the appeal from a federal court-of-
appeals decision that struck down Cleveland's vouchers program as an
unconstitutional establishment of religion. Argument was set for 2002.
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Efforts to obtain the Supreme Court's blessing for public displays of
the Ten Commandments came to naught. In late May, the high court de-
clined to consider an appeal from a federal appellate court ruling that the
town of Elkhart, Indiana, impermissibly promoted "religious ideals5'
through its 40-year-old practice of maintaining a six-foot monument in-
scribed with the Ten Commandments. In an unusual written statement
in support of the decision not to hear the case, Justice John Paul Stevens,
responding to Chief Justice William Rehnquist's dissent, noted that the
Elkhart display was not comparable to the marble frieze in the Supreme
Court's own courtroom depicting Moses with the Ten Commandments,
since, in the latter case, Moses appeared with other historical lawgivers
such as Mohammed and Confucius.

The Supreme Court was more favorably inclined to a lawsuit brought
by a Christian youth group that maintained that its free-speech rights had
been violated when New York State public-school officials declined to
allow the club to meet after school hours at a public elementary school.
In the case of Good News Club v. Milford Central School, in a decision
hailed by the Orthodox community and decried by most of the rest of the
Jewish community, the court ruled 6-3, in June, that the club sought
"nothing more than to be treated neutrally and given access to speak
about the same topics as are other groups." Much of the disagreement
between the Jewish groups turned not on the neutrality principle—pre-
vious decisions had consistently held that religious groups must be treated
the same as other groups when the public is afforded access to school
premises after hours—but on the facts of the case. The bulk of the Jew-
ish groups raised particular alarm that the club in question was meeting
immediately after school, thereby conveying the impression that the club
was "official."

HOLOCAUST-RELATED MATTERS

Reparations

Early in the year, Stuart Eizenstat, the outgoing deputy treasury sec-
retary and the U.S. official chiefly charged with seeking reparations for
Holocaust survivors, expressed concern that the reparations issue was, to
the best of his knowledge, not "on the radar screen of the incoming ad-
ministration." Among other matters left uncompleted as Mr. Eizenstat
prepared to move on were finalizing funding for the approximately $395
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million that Austria had agreed to pay to some 15,000 former slave and
forced laborers, and a $300-million minimum that that nation had
promised as property restitution.

The new Bush administration did move forward, naming Ambassador
James Bindenagel to be special envoy for Holocaust issues, with Deputy
Secretary of State Richard Armitage also given responsibility in this
area. Bindenagel had previously worked with Eizenstat in negotiating an
agreement with Germany to obtain restitution for forced laborers. In ad-
dition to moving forward to implement those comprehensive restitution
agreements already signed and addressing other outstanding issues,
Bindenagel also sought to follow up on Eizenstat's work in advancing pro-
jects of education and research relating to the Holocaust. "We want
memory to have priority, not money," he said.

On January 16, the Presidential Advisory Commission on Holocaust
Assets in the United States, established by President Clinton in 1998, is-
sued a 250-page report reviewing the history of how U.S. government of-
ficials had dealt with assets found in the United States that belonged to
Holocaust victims. The commission concluded that the government had
in certain instances made "extraordinary efforts" to return property to
victims or their heirs, but had also made mistakes that resulted in some
victims never receiving restitution. Among these mistakes was entrusting
property intended for restitution to officials or organizations of countries
where the victims lived, rather than to the victims themselves. In some
cases this meant that the restituted property never reached its intended
destination.

The commission also considered ways to facilitate research that would
assist in the identification of stolen property such as gold and artworks,
and to reach agreement with New York banks and the Library of Con-
gress on how to facilitate the identification of Holocaust-era assets that
they might have. As part of its final report, the commission recommended
that its work be continued by a foundation funded both by the federal
government and private sources. Jewish organizations praised the report,
Roman Kent, chairman of the American Gathering of Jewish Holocaust
Survivors, commenting, "Our government had the guts to say what hap-
pened and how we behaved."

As the year began, it seemed that the $5.2-billion fund created by the
German government and German businesses in February 1999 would
soon begin payments to compensate individuals who had been dragooned
into slave and forced labor during the war years. An agreement made in
2000 stipulated that such payments would foreclose further lawsuits.
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Early in the year, however, Judge Shirley Wohl Kram declined to dismiss
class-action suits that were pending against Germany and German busi-
nesses in federal court in New York. Then, on May 10, Judge Kram dis-
missed the cases. But German officials claimed that that they could still
not certify that payments from the fund would afford "legal closure" be-
cause the order incorporated "assumptions and conditions" that the fund
cover, as well, claims arising in Austria. Representatives of the forced la-
borers, however, maintained that dismissal of the claims was sufficient
to afford the desired closure, and they charged, as stated in a letter from
Lothar Evans, director of the German-based Federation for Information
and Support for the Survivors of Nazi Persecution, that "industry would
like to get more time, and the best way is to pretend that the cases are not
closed." Advocates for the laborers noted that, as German officials de-
bated whether they had sufficient protection from further legal action,
the elderly potential beneficiaries of the fund were dying every day.

The issue seemed resolved on May 17, when a U.S. appellate court ruled
that Judge Kram had exceeded her authority in purporting to bring Aus-
trian claims under the fund. This led Kram to dismiss one of the few re-
maining cases within days, and she accompanied the dismissal with the
comment, "It is my hope that payments begin immediately." German
chancellor Gerhard Schroder and a number of the German firms that had
contributed to the fund understood the court order as opening the door
to payment. But a spokesman for the German Industry Foundation, rep-
resenting the bulk of contributing firms, said that it was still awaiting the
conclusion of other pending cases, including one in California.

These last uncertainties notwithstanding, officials of the Claims Con-
ference announced on June 19 that distribution to the first 10,000 slave
laborers had gone out. Ultimately, it was expected that payments would
be made to as many as a million former slave and forced laborers, of
whom some 16,000 were believed to be Jewish. Slave laborers, who had
been expected to be worked to death, were to receive up to $7,000 apiece,
while forced laborers were to receive up to $2,200. By no means did the
commencement of payments bring an end to controversy. Roman Kent
lashed out at the German government for delaying matters for so many
years, and at the 51 lawyers for the survivors who were dividing some $52
million in legal fees among themselves. Even though, as a percentage of
the settlement fund, the fees were far below those customarily paid in con-
tingency cases, some of the payments to attorneys stood in stark contrast
to the amounts to be received by surviving slave and forced laborers. One
of the attorneys, for instance, estimated that he would, in effect, be re-
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ceiving a payment of $3,000 a day, even though he had originally taken
the case never expecting to be paid.

On June 7, President Bush signed into law a bill that included the pro-
visions of the Holocaust Victims Tax Fairness Act, introduced in the Sen-
ate by Senators Peter Fitzgerald (R., Pa.) and Charles Schumer (D.,
N.Y.), and in the House by Representative Jerrold Nadler (D., N.Y.). The
new law exempted victims of the Holocaust and their heirs from paying
taxes on Holocaust-related compensation and restitution payments, and
stated that Holocaust survivors and their families receiving such pay-
ments remained eligible for federal or federally assisted need-based pro-
grams. The bill also established the initial tax basis of property returned
to Holocaust victims or their heirs at the fair-market value of the prop-
erty on the date of recovery, so that Holocaust survivors who received
in-kind restitution did not have to pay capital-gains tax if they immedi-
ately sold the property.

Nazi War Criminals

In June, after seven days of trial, the long-running case of John Dem-
janjuk was submitted for determination by U.S. District Judge Paul R.
Matia, sitting in Cleveland. Attorneys for the Justice Department's Of-
fice of Special Investigations (OSI) argued that the 81-year-old Cleveland
resident should be stripped of his U.S. citizenship because, in seeking
entry into the United States after World War II, he had lied about his role
during the Holocaust. OSI had alleged, in a complaint filed in May 1999,
that the Ukrainian-born Demjanjuk had served as a guard at the Sobi-
bor extermination camp and the Majdanek and Flossenburg concentra-
tion camps, and as a member of the SS-run "Trawniki" unit that partic-
ipated in the Nazi campaign of genocide. At year's end, Judge Matia had
not yet issued his ruling in the case.

An earlier decades-long effort to deport Demjanjuk, based on allega-
tions that he was the infamous Nazi war criminal known as Ivan the Ter-
rible, seemed to have come to an end in February 1998, when Judge Matia
restored the American citizenship that had been stripped from Demjan-
juk in 1981. Judge Matia's action at that time followed an appellate de-
cision that the Justice Department had knowingly withheld information
in 1981 that Demjanjuk could have used in his defense. It followed, as
well, a determination by the Israeli Supreme Court in 1993 that it had
not been shown beyond a reasonable doubt at trial that Demjanjuk was
Ivan the Terrible, the allegation that had been the basis of his deporta-
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tion to, and trial in, Israel. But in restoring Demjanjuk's citizenship,
Judge Matia had left the door open for the Justice Department to file new
denaturalization and deportation proceedings. The OSI took up this in-
vitation in filing its 1999 complaint.

The OSI continued its mission of identifying and moving to deport
Nazi war criminals who came to the United States after World War II
under false pretenses, even as the passage of time inexorably reduced the
number of such criminals. In March, the OSI moved in federal court to
deport Missouri resident Michael Negele, 80, who had already been
stripped of his citizenship for his role as a guard at the Sachsenhausen
concentration camp and in the Theresienstadt ghetto. That same month,
following the action of an appellate court upholding a deportation order,
the U.S. deported Juozas Naujalis for his role as part of a World War II
Lithuanian battalion that killed more than 11,000 people in Lithuania
and Belarus.

Even as the OSI continued to pursue Nazi war criminals, the CIA
made available nearly 100,000 pages of newly declassified documents
that revealed the extent to which American intelligence officials had em-
ployed Nazis as informants after the war in an effort to gather informa-
tion about the Soviet Union. The information was released on April 27
on the basis of the 1998 Nazi War Crimes Disclosure Act. Although his-
torians cautioned that the material required further analysis, the docu-
ments made it clear that not only had Nazis been on the U.S. payroll, but
that some benefited from the sale of stolen Jewish property. Other Nazis,
it appeared, were retained by the Soviets to spy on the United States.
"These documents show that the real winners of the cold war were Nazi
war criminals," commented OSI director Eli Rosenbaum.

RICHARD T. FOLTIN



The United States, Israel, and the Middle East

A HE FIRST TWO MONTHS of 2001 brought leadership changes
both in Washington and Jerusalem. On January 20, George W. Bush, a
Republican, was inaugurated as president to succeed Democrat Bill Clin-
ton. The new president, who had little background in international af-
fairs, was expected to concentrate on domestic matters and leave foreign
policy to his more experienced advisers—most notably Secretary of State
Colin Powell, National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice, and Vice
President Richard Cheney.

Even while the Bush team was beginning to examine its Middle East
options, there was a dramatic political shift in Israel. On February 6, Ariel
Sharon of the Likud decisively defeated Ehud Barak and proceeded to
set up a government of national unity. Sharon was committed to ending
Palestinian violence and bringing peace and security to an Israeli public
deeply disillusioned by the failure of the previous year's intensive peace
efforts and traumatized by the growing number of suicide attacks against
Israeli civilian targets.

On the face of it, the new Israeli government was an unwieldy coali-
tion. Sharon gave the two top cabinet portfolios to the Labor Party: Shi-
mon Peres, the venerable and comparatively dovish former prime minis-
ter, became foreign minister, and Binyamin Ben-Eliezer, a more hawkish
Laborite, was given the Ministry of Defense. If the prominence of Labor
in the government created pressures from the left of the political spec-
trum, Sharon also had to address the demands voiced by ministers of the
parties of the right, as well as their supporters among the settlers living
in communities in the West Bank—biblical Judea and Samaria—and
Gaza. They wanted harsher measures to uproot the unending terrorist
threat to their lives.

It was Yasir Arafat, president of the Palestinian Authority, who kept
Israel's coalition government intact through the year. The mounting ev-
idence that he was unwilling or unable to live up to his promises to stop
the violence had a devastating effect on the morale of what had been the
Israeli peace camp. It caused many former doves to question their basic
assumption that the Oslo peace process would lead to a benign Palestin-
ian state prepared to live side-by-side with a sovereign Jewish state.

In Washington as well, both in Congress and the administration, there
was growing disenchantment with Arafat's leadership and increasing
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questioning of whether he sought genuine peace with Israel. One tangi-
ble sign of this disillusionment was that in contrast to the Clinton era,
when Arafat was the most frequent official foreign visitor to the White
House, President Bush gave him the cold shoulder and refused to reward
him with an official invitation to the White House in 2001.

Although there were growing signs of the 72-year-old Arafat's in-
creasing physical frailty, he had not designated a successor and contin-
ued his traditional policy of maneuvering among the contending groups
of his supporters. These constituencies had somewhat different priorities.
The older PLO leadership, which represented the refugees of the 1948
war, most of whom still lived in neighboring Arab countries or in squalid
camps in the West Bank and Gaza, gave the highest priority to gaining
the refugees' "right of return"—preferably to their original homes in Is-
rael. In contrast, those middle-class and professional Palestinians al-
ready living in their own homes in the disputed territories cared far more
about ending the Israeli occupation and creating a viable Palestinian
state. They tended to be highly critical of the mismanagement, corrup-
tion, and lack of democracy that characterized the PA under Arafat's au-
thoritarian rule.

There was also growing evidence, confirmed by some of Arafat's own
supporters, that Sharon's inopportune visit to the Temple Mount in Sep-
tember 2000 was only the spark that helped set off a conflagration long
in the planning. Indeed, there was much evidence that Arafat himself had
at least approved, if he did not directly order, the policy of violent con-
frontations after the failure of Camp David. Ambassador Dennis Ross,
Clinton's special Middle East peace envoy, suggested that Arafat had re-
sorted to violence so that "fissures would grow within Israeli society, or
that a worsening of the situation would bring international intervention
that either imposed a solution or enabled him to maneuver more freely."

The policy had the opposite effect. It alienated the United States,
strengthened the hard-liners in Israel, and resulted by the end of the year
in the Israeli Defense Force's destruction of key elements of the Pales-
tinian Authority infrastructure, growing unemployment and poverty in
the Palestinian communities, and severe restrictions on Arafat's freedom
of movement in Ramallah.

Although Arafat failed in 2001 to win official American support for
an imposed settlement on his terms, he did succeed in further radicaliz-
ing the Palestinian masses and winning the support of "the street"
throughout much of the Arab world, thanks to the proliferation of cable
and satellite television channels, most notably the Qatar-based al-Jazeera,
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which provided viewers with a constant barrage of one-sided coverage of
the confrontations between Palestinian militants and Israeli troops, fo-
cusing on the suffering of the Palestinian people. The message was par-
ticularly effective after the events of September 11.

Clinton's Final Push

At the end of 2000 and the beginning of 2001, President Clinton made
one last, unsuccessful effort to achieve a negotiated solution of the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict. Later, the Americans involved in the negoti-
ations would almost unanimously place the blame for their failure
squarely on the shoulders of Yasir Arafat.

Ambassador Dennis Ross, the president's special Middle East peace-
process coordinator, recounted what happened in a televised interview
with Brit Hume and Fred Barnes on Fox News (Apr. 21, 2002). Accord-
ing to Ross, after the Camp David summit collapsed at the end of July
2000, Arafat immediately came back to the Americans and said, "We need
to have another summit," to which, according to Ross, the president in
effect replied, "We just shot our wad. We got a no from you." To demon-
strate his seriousness, Arafat agreed to set up a private channel between
his people and the Israelis, which Ross said he joined at the end of Au-
gust. "And there were serious discussions that went on, and we were
poised to present our ideas at the end of September, which is when the
intifada erupted. He knew we were poised to present the ideas. His own
people were telling him they looked good." As for the event that allegedly
ignited the intifada, the U.S. thought it had gotten assurances from the
Palestinians that as long as Sharon did not actually enter the mosque on
the Temple Mount, his visit would pass without incident.

Early in December 2000, after private channels for communication be-
tween the Israelis and the Palestinians had finally been reestablished,
both parties once again asked the Clinton administration to present its
ideas for a settlement, which it did at a meeting on December 23. Fred
Barnes asked Ross about Arafat's response, noting that "Palestinian of-
ficials say to this day that Arafat said yes." Ross replied that he was pre-
sent in the Oval Office when Arafat came to meet with the president on
January 2. He recalled that the Palestinian leader "said yes, and then he
added reservations that basically meant he rejected every single one of the
things he was supposed to give."

When Brit Hume inquired about the concessions the president had
asked Arafat to make, Ross responded:
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He was supposed to give, on Jerusalem, the idea that there would be,
for the Israelis, sovereignty over the Western Wall, which would cover
the areas that are of religious significance to Israel. He rejected that.
He rejected the idea on the refugees. He said we need a whole new
formula, as if what we had presented was non-existent. He rejected
the basic ideas on security. He wouldn't even countenance the idea
that the Israelis would be able to operate in Palestinian airspace....
So every single one of the ideas that was asked of him he rejected.

Ross denounced as "completely untrue" the Palestinian contention
that all Clinton had offered the Palestinians were isolated cantons. In fact,
under the U.S. proposal Israel would totally withdraw from the Gaza
Strip and all of the Palestinians' West Bank territory would be contigu-
ous. To connect Gaza with the West Bank, Ross said, "there would have
been an elevated highway, an elevated railroad, to ensure that there would
be not just safe passage for the Palestinians, but free passage." Ross had
the clear impression that Arafat's lieutenants "understood this was the
best they were ever going to get. They wanted him to accept it. He was
not prepared to accept it." He noted that there was one point of dis-
agreement between Barak and Clinton—when the Israelis would relin-
quish their control over the Jordan Valley area bordering Jordan. Barak
had encountered serious opposition within Israel over giving up this
strategic asset.

When Hume asked Ross to explain what he believed was the reason that
Arafat, in effect, said no, the veteran U.S. negotiator responded:

Because fundamentally I do not believe he can end the conflict. We
had one critical clause in this agreement, and that clause was, "this
is the end of the conflict." Arafat's whole life has been governed by
struggle and a cause. Everything he has done as leader of the Pales-
tinians is to always leave his options open, never close a door. He was
being asked here, you've got to close the door. For him to end the
conflict is to end himself.

Although the Palestinian Authority made a written copy of the presi-
dent's proposals, Ross noted, "to this day, the Palestinians have not pre-
sented to their own people what was available."

In late January 2001, senior Israeli and Palestinian negotiators met for
six days of intense discussions at the Sinai resort of Taba, on the
Egyptian-Israeli border, and apparently made some progress in dealing
with the refugee problem and several other issues. At the conclusion of
the talks on January 27, they issued an optimistic joint statement noting
"the positive atmosphere" that had pervaded the discussions, asserting
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that they "have never been closer to reaching an agreement," and ex-
pressing "our shared belief that the remaining gaps could be bridged with
the resumption of negotiations following the Israeli elections." The Likud
opposition in Israel dismissed the statement as a desperate ploy by the
supporters of Barak, who had fallen far behind Sharon in the opinion
polls, to portray the prime minister as a successful negotiator. (For more
details, see below, pp. 525-26.)

The joint statement issued at Taba noted that "the two sides took into
account the ideas suggested by President Clinton together with their re-
spective qualifications and reservations." The president had publicly set
forth his ideas in a major speech two weeks earlier, on January 7, at a gala
dinner of the Israel Policy Forum (IPF) in New York's Waldorf Astoria
Hotel. He outlined the lessons he said he had learned over the past eight
years in the elusive quest for peace. Clinton rejected the view that the
Arab-Israel conflict could afford a period of benign neglect by the United
States. Using a medical analogy, he compared it to an abscessed tooth,
which, if neglected will "just infect the whole rest of your mouth." Clin-
ton chastised the extremists on both sides. The escalating violence of the
previous months, he said, "confirms the need to prepare both publics for
the requirements of peace, not to condition people for the so-called glory
of further conflict." The Palestinian side would have to end the culture
of violence "that, since Oslo, has not gone unchecked." Young children
were still being educated to believe in confrontation with Israel, and
"multiple militia-like groups carry and use weapons with impunity." The
Israelis, for their part, should reconsider "the settlement enterprise and
building bypass roads in the heart of what they already know will one day
be part of a Palestinian state." Restoring confidence, he added, meant en-
abling Palestinians "to lead a normal existence, and not be subject to
daily, often humiliating reminders that they lack basic freedom and con-
trol over their lives."

Clinton told the IPF leaders that both the Israeli and Palestinian lead-
ers had asked him to present his own ideas. He called these "parameters"
that he believed should guide further efforts toward a comprehensive
peace, and noted that Barak and Arafat had accepted them, although
with reservations. There would be a "sovereign, viable, Palestinian state
that accommodates Israel's security requirements and the demographic
realities," that would include Gaza and the vast majority of the West
Bank. Blocs of Jewish settlements would be incorporated into Israel,
with the goal of maximizing the number of settlers in Israel while mini-
mizing the land annexed, so that Palestine would "be a geographically
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contiguous state." He added that the land annexed to Israel should in-
clude as few Palestinians as possible, and that to make the agreement
durable there would have to be "some territorial swaps and other arrange-
ments." To guarantee Israel's security, Clinton would rely on "an inter-
national presence in Palestine to provide border security along the Jor-
dan Valley and to monitor implementation for the final agreement."

All Palestinian refugees, according to the Clinton parameters, would
have the right to live in the new Palestinian state. Those who wanted to
reside in other countries could do so "consistent with those countries' sov-
ereign decisions"—and that, he noted, "includes Israel," and so Israel
would not be expected to acknowledge an unlimited Palestinian "right
of return." Clinton called for the refugees to be compensated for their
losses and "assistance in building new lives," and pledged that the United
States would take the lead in raising the necessary money.

Turning to the status of Jerusalem, which Clinton acknowledged as
probably the most emotional and sensitive of all the issues, the president
said that it should be "an open and undivided city, with assured freedom
of access and worship for all. It should encompass the internationally rec-
ognized capitals of two states, Israel and Palestine." Without going into
further geographic details, he declared that "what is Arab should be
Palestinian," while "what is Jewish should be Israeli. That would give rise
to a Jewish Jerusalem, larger and more vibrant than any in history." As
for what was holy to both religions, that "requires a special care to meet
the needs of all." Indirectly responding to Arafat's denial of any Jewish
rights in the area of the Temple Mount, Clinton spoke of "the area holy
to the Jewish people, an area which for 2,000 years, as I had said at Camp
David, has been the focus of Jewish yearning."

Finally, Clinton insisted that any agreement would "have to mark the
decision to end the conflict, for neither side can afford to make these
painful compromises, only to be subjected to further demands."

Two New Administrations

With the end of the Taba talks, the onset of the Bush administration,
and Ariel Sharon's election, Clinton's ideas had no official standing and
were not binding on any of the parties. On January 13, a week before leav-
ing office, Clinton made clear that "President-elect Bush is in no way,
shape or form bound by the positions I've taken." On February 8, two
days after the Sharon victory over Barak, the Bush administration de-
clared that "the ideas and parameters that were discussed in the last few
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months were President Clinton's parameters, and therefore, when he left
office, they were no longer a U.S. proposal or a presidential proposal."
Outgoing Israeli prime minister Ehud Barak, too, noted that his negoti-
ations with the Palestinians "do not place Israel's new government under
any obligations."

The first item on President Bush's Palestinian-Israeli agenda was to
stop the violence. Secretary-of-State-designate Colin Powell, testifying be-
fore the Senate Foreign Relations Committee at his confirmation hear-
ings on January 17, placed the onus on the Palestinian Authority. He said
that the administration's first step would be to call on Chairman Arafat
to put an end to the violence against Israelis, "and only then can we see
what the next step in this process is going to be." The Bush administra-
tion, he added, whose Middle East policy would be "based on unshak-
able support for the security of Israel," planned to wait until after the Is-
raeli elections on February 6 before considering additional moves.
Implying that the new president would follow a less intrusive, hands-on
approach than Clinton had, Powell stressed that the Bush policy would
be based on "a hard-headed recognition that the parties themselves must
make the peace."

Donald Rumsfeld, Bush's choice as secretary of defense, told the Sen-
ate committee, at his confirmation hearing on January 11, that he would
oppose any U.S. attempt to force a solution on the Israelis and Pales-
tinians, since an imposed solution would not "stick." Any agreement
"has to make sense on the ground," he said, noting that Israel was a
"very small" state and therefore the Israelis "cannot make many mistakes
about what they give up." Rumsfeld, who had served as defense secretary
during the Ford administration, was a strong proponent of missile defense
systems, an area in which the U.S. and Israel had long cooperated and
that would be further enhanced during 2001.

Following Sharon's landslide victory over Barak, Bush called to con-
gratulate the winner, saying he looked forward to working with him, "es-
pecially with regard to advancing peace and stability in the region." The
new president had already met Sharon in 1998, when the former general
guided then-Governor Bush on a helicopter tour of Israel and the West
Bank. When Sharon pointed out to his American guest that, according
to the 1949 armistice demarcation lines, pre-1967 Israel was highly vul-
nerable to military attack since at one point the country was only nine
miles wide, Bush jokingly remarked that in Texas there were some drive-
ways longer than that.

Congress echoed the pro-Israel sentiment. The Republican and De-
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mocratic leaders of both the House and the Senate sent Sharon a letter
of congratulations on his victory, assuring him that the American com-
mitment to Israel's security was "unshakeable." Saying that they looked
forward to working with him, the leaders underscored, in their letter, that
"the special relationship between our two countries is both the founda-
tion for a more stable region and the only basis on which true and last-
ing peace in the region can be built." Similarly, the House, on February
13, overwhelmingly (401-1) passed a resolution congratulating Sharon
and restating the American commitment to a secure peace for Israel. The
resolution also demanded that Arafat act to end the violence, which had
by then escalated to the use of mortars and other banned weapons.

In his victory speech, Sharon said that one of his top priorities would
be to bolster Israel's relations with the United States. Knowing of the con-
cern both in Israel and Washington that his expected hard-line policies
could hurt the prospects for peace and complicate American relations
with the Arab world, Sharon offered reassurance. Following Knesset ap-
proval of his coalition government by a vote of 72-21, Sharon announced
that if the Palestinian Authority stopped using violence and lived up to
its "basic commitment" to fight terrorism and incitement against Israel,
the new government would examine "ideas for advancing a dialogue and
easing the distress of the Palestinian people." He also acknowledged that
"we know peace entails painful concessions on both sides." Sharon said,
as well, that his government aimed to reach peace with Syria and Lebanon
and to strengthen relations with Egypt and Jordan. On March 12, Israel
began to ease economic and travel restrictions on four West Bank cities.

Prime Minister Sharon rejected the underlying assumption of the Clin-
ton approach—the belief that an immediate and comprehensive end of
the Arab-Israel conflict was possible. He advocated instead a gradual
process that started with achieving a cease-fire and long-term armistice,
followed by an extended interim agreement. Although Sharon said that
he accepted in principle the idea of a Palestinian state living peacefully
alongside Israel, he contended that a final peace agreement would have
to wait until democratic governments genuinely committed to peace with
Israel developed among the Palestinians and in neighboring belligerent
Arab states, notably Syria. And in response to the priorities of his right-
wing coalition partners and the settler movement, Sharon pledged not to
remove any Israeli settlements during his term.

Sharon developed these themes when he came to Washington in mid-
March. Addressing the policy conference of AIPAC (American Israel
Public Affairs Committee), the preeminent pro-Israel lobby, Sharon de-
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clared that he had come "to deepen and strengthen the special relation-
ship between our peoples" by developing a close relationship with Pres-
ident Bush and his administration, while also working to "enhance our
ties with both houses of Congress and with the American people as a
whole." All Israelis, he asserted, sought peace, "but Israel needs peace
with security, a peace that will last for generations." Acknowledging that
the Arab-Israeli peace process had reached a stalemate, he said this was
because the "forces of instability feel they are gaining momentum."
Among the disturbing and destabilizing developments in the region, he
listed the following: "Syria is looking east to its ties with a resurgent Iraq
and Iran instead of better relations with the West. The Palestinians are
waving the flags of Iraq and Hezballah. Yasir Arafat and the Palestinian
Authority are returning to their belief that they can defeat Israel by
means of armed struggle."

These trends could be reversed, he said, and the foundations of peace
and stability established, but it would take a long time. What was required
meanwhile were "strong democracies determined to protect themselves."
He also promised to "make every effort" to reach an agreement with the
Palestinians, in two stages. The first, which Israel had already begun to
implement, were immediate steps to ease restrictions and improve the eco-
nomic situation of the Palestinian population. For the second stage, he
proposed "a new, more realistic approach of nonbelligerency and a long-
term interim agreement" that would include international cooperation to
provide the Palestinians "a better economic future." Time was also
needed, he stressed, "to make sure that incitement and hatred are removed
from Palestinian media and from school textbooks, and the children are
taught the language of peace so that we can achieve real reconciliation
and a true end to the conflict."

Secretary Powell also addressed the AIPAC conference and reassured
his audience that the special relationship between the two "fellow democ-
racies is and will remain rock solid." The United States and Israel were
united "in an unconditional bond that is both deep and wide; one based
on history, on values and on principle." Acknowledging the regional
threats that Sharon had outlined, Secretary Powell went on to declare:
"We recognize that Israel lives in a very dangerous neighborhood, so we
will look for ways to strengthen and expand our valuable strategic coop-
eration with Israel so that we can help preserve Israel's qualitative mili-
tary edge." As one example, he cited the ongoing U.S.-Israeli collabora-
tion in missile defense. Although Powell underscored that "we believe that
a secure Israel within internationally recognized borders remains a cor-
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nerstone of the United States' foreign policy," left unsaid was the con-
siderable gap between what Sharon envisaged as viable borders and the
traditional State Department preference for the pre-Six-Day-War
armistice lines, with only mutually agreed-upon adjustments or "minor
rectifications" to achieve more defensible frontiers. Powell did not even
bring up two other potentially divisive issues: the future of the settlements
and the timetable for reaching a political agreement.

Senator Joseph I. Lieberman (D., Conn.), who had been Al Gore's vice-
presidential running mate in 2000, told the AIPAC conference that history
would judge Arafat harshly for not accepting "the breathtaking terms of
the peace offered by Ehud Barak at Camp David." He said he agreed with
Prime Minister Sharon that "there can be no negotiating while Israelis are
being attacked." As for the pressures being exerted on Washington to dis-
tance itself from the Sharon government, Lieberman declared: "I would
say to those who believe that they can weaken Israel by promoting a split
with America, you are harboring illusions. You will no more separate
America from Israel than you will separate America from NATO. The
Israeli-American alliance may be less formal, but it is no less real, because
it is built on the strongest and most enduring foundation,. . . shared val-
ues, shared moral values." Recent public opinion polls, he noted, found
that the American people supported ties with Israel "because they un-
derstand that Israel is a fellow democracy and is a most consistent and con-
stant friend of the United States."

American Backing for Israel

As violence continued and there appeared to be no end to the intifada,
Washington's friends and allies in Europe and the Arab world escalated
their demands on the Bush administration. They wanted the Americans
to convince Sharon to agree to their interpretation of UN Security Coun-
cil Resolution 242 of 1967, which envisaged a virtually complete Israeli
withdrawal to the 1967 lines, and the creation of a Palestinian state in the
vacated territory.

In striking contrast, solid majorities in Congress urged the president
to reassess U.S. relations with the Palestinians. On April 6, 87 senators
and 189 members of the House wrote the president suggesting that the
reassessment include such questions as whether Palestinian groups in-
volved in violence should be designated as foreign terrorist organiza-
tions, whether the PLO office in Washington should be closed and Arafat
barred from the White House, and whether U.S. financial aid to the Pales-
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tinians was in fact being used for humanitarian purposes. The president
was receptive to these expressions of concern. At a press conference on
March 29, Bush declared: "The signal I am sending to the Palestinians is
stop the violence, and I cannot make it any more clear," adding: "And I
hope that Chairman Arafat hears it loud and clear." In congressional tes-
timony that same day, Assistant Secretary of State for Near East Affairs
Edward Walker charged that Arafat had not heeded the American calls
to stop the violence.

On March 30, the State Department submitted to Congress its semi-
annual report on PA compliance with the terms of the Oslo Accords, and
it documented numerous Palestinian violations of post-Oslo agreements
with Israel. The Palestinians had reneged on their pledge not to use vio-
lence; failed to confiscate illegal weapons and protect Jewish holy sites
(such as Joseph's Tomb in Shechem [Nablus] and Rachel's Tomb on the
road to Bethlehem); released known terrorists from Palestinian jails; and
continued to incite the Palestinian public, including children, to resort to
violence. While blaming the leaders of the Tanzim militia affiliated with
Arafat's own Fatah faction of the PLO and members of the PA's security
forces for the violence, the State Department report stopped short of di-
rectly implicating the PA leadership, saying that the role of Arafat and
his key aides in initiating and directing the violence was not clear.

On May 21, Secretary of State Powell said that the United States
backed the recommendations contained in the report of the Mitchell
Committee that had examined the outbreak of Palestinian-Israeli hos-
tilities in the fall of 2000 (see AJYB 2001, p. 218). Powell urged an im-
mediate and unconditional end to the violence and resumption of secu-
rity cooperation between the Israeli and Palestinian authorities. These
steps, he said, should be followed by a cooling-off period and confidence-
building measures aimed at leading the sides back to the negotiating
table. He noted that the committee report, prepared by an international
panel of distinguished statesmen chaired by George Mitchell, the former
senator from Maine, had stressed "the need for the Palestinians to make
an all-out effort to enforce a complete cessation of violence." Acknowl-
edging that the report had also called upon Israel to freeze its settlement
activity, he stressed that this came later in the timetable of required ac-
tions. "Senator Mitchell and the other committee members put the set-
tlement issue in the context of confidence-building measures," Powell
noted. "It is not linked in any way to his earlier call for an immediate ces-
sation of hostilities." Prime Minister Sharon also endorsed the Mitchell
recommendations, saying, "I propose to our neighbors to work together
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for an immediate cease-fire and I hope the Palestinians will answer the
call positively. Then we can begin carrying out the outlines of the Mitchell
report."

The Bush administration repeatedly called upon Chairman Arafat to
condemn all attacks on Israeli civilians, arrest known sponsors and per-
petrators of terrorist acts, and make a 100-percent effort to stop the vi-
olence. While conceding that Arafat might not be 100-percent success-
ful, especially in monitoring the activities of groups that were not under
his control, administration officials and members of Congress grew in-
creasingly impatient and disillusioned with him. They complained that
even when Arafat occasionally ordered arrests of some Palestinian ter-
rorists, the PA jails, with Arafat's knowledge, practiced a revolving-door
policy, quietly releasing suspects soon after ostentatiously arresting them.

Lingering hopes that Arafat might move seriously against terrorism
were finally dashed after the suicide bombing on June 1 at the Dolphi-
narium night club in Tel Aviv that killed more than 20 Israeli teenagers,
mostly recent immigrants from the former Soviet Union, and wounded
many more. Sharon deferred an immediate military response, in effect giv-
ing Arafat one last chance to clamp down on the violent Palestinian el-
ements. Bowing to mounting U.S. and international pressure, Arafat, on
June 2—for the first time since the outbreak of violence in September—
called for an unconditional cease-fire. However, as Secretary Powell noted
at the time, "the Israelis don't just want statements; they want to see some-
thing happen on the ground." Moreover, on June 6 Arafat said that he
was committed to enforcing the cease-fire only in the territories under his
control, not in Israel itself or in the territories controlled by Israel.

Congress Acts

By midyear, when it was clear that the PA was not curbing the contin-
uing campaign of attacks on Israeli soldiers and civilians, Congress
stepped up its efforts to hold the PA accountable. On July 24, the House
overwhelmingly passed legislation authorizing the president to impose
sanctions on the Palestinian Authority if he was unable to certify that the
PA was meeting its commitments to combat terrorism and end incitement.
William Burns, who had recently been designated to succeed Walker as
assistant secretary of state for Near East affairs, testified before Congress
on July 26 that the United States was carefully reviewing whether Pales-
tinian groups should be put on the terrorist list. Such action was provided
for in the fiscal year 2002 foreign-aid bill passed by the House, the Sen-
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ate legislation authorizing funding for the State Department, and a free-
standing bill known as the Middle East Peace Commitments Act
(MEPCA), introduced by Reps. Gary Ackerman (D., N.Y.), Benjamin
Gilman (R., N.Y.), and Tom Lantos (D., Cal.).

Burns testified that there was no question that "there are individuals
who belong to those [PA-affiliated] organizations, Force 17 and Tanzim
in particular, who have been involved in acts of violence against Israelis."
He assured the indignant members of the Middle East subcommittee of
the House International Relations Committee that the State Department
was "very seriously reviewing" this evidence as "we look at the possible
designation of particular groups as foreign terrorist organizations." Burns
agreed that Arafat was not doing enough to rein in violence. In addition,
he stressed, "more needs to be done to curb incitement," which, he
pointed out, "has had a poisonous effect, not just over the last ten
months, but for years before that as well."

While threatening to cut off American aid to the Palestinian Author-
ity, the House of Representatives on July 24, by a vote of 381-46, ap-
proved the foreign-aid bill for fiscal year 2002. This earmarked $2.04 bil-
lion in military assistance and $720 million in economic assistance for
Israel. These allocations reflected the fourth year of a ten-year program
to gradually shift American help from primarily economic to defense-
related aid. This arrangement had been formalized on January 19, 2001,
in a memorandum of understanding signed by Israeli ambassador David
Ivry and Assistant Secretary Walker, which stated that the U.S. and Is-
rael "agree on the importance of restructuring annual U.S. bilateral as-
sistance to Israel in a way that strengthens the security relationship be-
tween our two countries and recognizes the strong economic progress that
has been achieved over the past decades."

Under the agreed timetable, economic aid would diminish by $120 mil-
lion annually until totally phased out in 2008. Meanwhile, military as-
sistance would increase $60 million annually, reaching $2.4 billion in
2008. Israeli officials pointed out that at the end of the ten-year period
the total U.S. aid package would have dropped from $3 billion annually
to $2.4 billion. Significantly, it would provide Israel with more funds to
purchase American-made military equipment. Since, under the agree-
ment, Israel was required to spend nearly 75 percent of the military as-
sistance money in the United States, this also provided employment op-
portunities for American workers and additional revenues for companies
in the defense sector.
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In November, a House-Senate conference committee reconciled dif-
ferences in the two chambers' versions of the foreign aid bill in regard to
the amount for Israel. The bill also included a number of items unique
to Israel's aid, including early disbursal—a provision allowing Israel to
receive its aid in a lump-sum payment at the beginning of the fiscal year—
and offshore procurement, which allowed Israel to spend a portion of the
military aid in Israel. The bill also provided Israel with $60 million to re-
settle refugees. The final version of the bill passed Congress at the end
of the year by a vote of 387-66 in the House and by unanimous consent
in the Senate. The overall aid figures allocated for Israel were the same
as had been approved by the House in July. However, the law contained
two new pro-Israel provisions included at the initiative of Rep. Jim Kolbe
(R., Ariz.), chairman of the House Appropriations Foreign Operations
Subcommittee, Rep. Nita Lowy (D., N.Y.), the committee's ranking mem-
ber, and Sen. Mitch McConnell (R., Ky.), ranking member of the Senate
Appropriations Foreign Operations Subcommittee.

One of the provisions recommended sanctions against the Palestinian
Authority if the president determined that it had failed to meet its com-
mitments to fight terrorism. The other stipulated that $8 million in U.S.
assistance pledged for the headquarters of the International Committee
of the Red Cross (ICRC) be withheld unless the president determined that
Israel's Magen David Adom (Red Shield of David) was no longer being
denied participation on an equal basis in the International Red Cross and
Red Crescent Movement. The ICRC had long rejected the Israeli request,
supported by the American Red Cross, to recognize the Israeli symbol.

Military cooperation between the U.S. and Israel was also reflected in
the defense-spending bill for fiscal 2002. This provided a total of $214.5
million for nine jointly developed high-tech projects that would help the
two countries deal more effectively with terrorism and other new threats.
The allocations included $131.7 million for the Arrow antimissile pro-
gram; $13 million for the Tactical High Energy Laser; $25 million for the
Litening Targeting Pod; and $20 million for Bradley Fighting Vehicle Re-
active Armor.

American Patriot missile units were dispatched to Israel in February
2001 for the largest-ever combined training exercise with the IDF. This
was a time of increased regional tension and renewed signs of Iraqi bel-
ligerence that led to new U.S. and British missile strikes against Iraqi
radar and communications sites (see below, p. 215). The two-week mili-
tary drill, code-named "Juniper Cobra," was conducted to test the inter-
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operability of Israel's missile defense systems, such as the newly deployed
Arrow battery, with similar U.S. military hardware that might be sta-
tioned in or near Israel in a future regional crisis.

According to Charles Perkins, AIPAC's senior military analyst, these
war games represented a major milestone in the 20-year history of for-
mal U.S.-Israeli strategic cooperation. The USS Porter, a navy Aegis
cruiser capable of detecting and intercepting hostile missiles, was de-
ployed off Israel's Mediterranean coastline and practiced coordinating
its operations with the Israel missile defense network. Mindful of the
Scud missile barrages that Saddam Hussein hurled against Israel ten
years earlier during the 1991 Gulf War, the American-Israeli defense ma-
neuvers were intended both to reassure the Israeli public that it could
count on effective American support, and also to send a powerful mes-
sage to potential regional adversaries such as Iran, Iraq, and Syria.

The U.S.-Turkey-Israel Connection

As Washington and Jerusalem sought to confront the growing threats
posed by the rogue states in the region, they found a useful ally in Ankara.
Although Turkey's population of some 67 million was 99-percent Mus-
lim and there was considerable popular sympathy for the Palestinians, the
country's political leadership strictly followed the secularist principles es-
tablished by Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, the founder of the modern Turk-
ish republic after World War I. Non-Arab and pro-Western Turkey was
the only NATO member that also belonged to the Organization of the
Islamic Conference. Eager to maintain good relations with both Israel
and the Palestinian Authority and concerned that the escalating
Palestinian-Israeli violence would further destabilize the region, Ankara
tried to use its diplomatic contacts to defuse the situation. Thus, former
Turkish president Siileyman Demirel had been selected as one of the five
members of the Mitchell Committee that had been set up to look into
the causes of the violence that had erupted the previous September and
to suggest ways of stopping the intifada and resuming political negotia-
tions (see above, p. 204).

The influential Turkish military establishment, which saw itself as the
guardian of Atatiirk's secularist principles, regarded democratic, pro-
American Israel as a natural ally against regimes that espoused the ex-
port of Islamic fundamentalism, or neighboring states that harbored
hostile intentions toward Turkey. This strategic cooperation, which began
to be formalized in 1996, when Turkey awarded a $630-million contract
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to Israel to upgrade its U.S.-supplied military aircraft and also agreed on
a program of joint training of Turkish and Israeli pilots, reached new
heights during 2001.

On January 17, a small flotilla of Turkish, American, and Israeli
frigates pulled out of Haifa and, guided from above by a U.S. Navy PC-
3 Orion patrol plane, responded to a prearranged distress call. The op-
eration, called "Reliant Mermaid III," was the third annual joint search-
and-rescue naval exercise by the navies of the three countries. Originally
scheduled for the previous November, the exercise was put off. This en-
couraged speculation that the Turks were considering canceling it alto-
gether, in line with the actions of Qatar, Bahrain, Tunisia, and Morocco,
which suspended their low-level ties with Israel, and the actions of Egypt
and Jordan, which also scaled back their joint activities with Israel in the
weeks after the outbreak of Palestinian-Israeli violence. Consequently,
there was relief in Israel when the two-month postponement of the ex-
ercise with Turkey was attributed to "technical problems."

The growing strategic alliance reached new heights in mid-June, when
jet fighters of the three countries began two weeks of joint aerial train-
ing exercises in the skies over southern Turkey. Dubbed "Anatolian
Eagle," this major operation marked the first time the three militaries had
come together for such mock combat drills. The units of the three air
forces focused on joint operations and command procedures, taking ad-
vantage of the similar American-made planes in their respective air forces,
to prepare for the possibility of combined missions during future re-
gional crises. Besides honing their skills in simulated air-to-air duels, the
participating aircraft also staged mock attacks on ground-based air-
defense missile sites and engaged in midair refueling exercises to extend
the operational range of the combat aircraft. The exercises were con-
ducted in an area covering some 7,600 square miles near the Turkish city
of Konya. While Ankara played down the political significance of the
joint maneuvers with Israel and the U.S., insisting that they were not di-
rected against any third party, they were clearly intended to send a de-
terrent message to hostile neighbors.

During the year, Turkey and Israel also reached an agreement in prin-
ciple for Israel to purchase a minimum of 50 million cubic meters of water
annually from Turkey's Manavgat River, some 50 miles east of Antalya
on the Mediterranean coast. While initially meeting only some 2.5 per-
cent of Israel's total water needs, it would help ease the effects of a three-
year drought that had made it difficult for Israel to meet its commitment
to supply water to Jordan under its 1994 peace treaty. By the end of 2001,
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the Turkish and Israeli negotiators had not yet reached agreement on
price and other terms of the contract. The Palestinian Authority also ex-
pressed interest in obtaining Turkish water to alleviate its desperate short-
age, especially in the Gaza Strip, where overpumping of wells near the
coast resulted in seawater intrusion into the aquifer and raised the salin-
ity of the drinking water. The PA was hoping for international subsidies
to pay for the water imports. For his part, Prime Minister Sharon revived
the idea he had first floated years earlier for a multibillion-dollar desali-
nation project that would meet the needs of Israelis, Palestinians, and Jor-
danians.

Terrorism and the Iranian Connection

In his testimony on February 7 before the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence, CIA director George Tenet warned that the terrorist threat
to Israel and to other participants in the Middle East peace negotiations
had increased since the outbreak of Palestinian-Israeli violence. "Pales-
tinian rejectionists, including Hamas and the Palestinian Islamic Jihad,
have stepped up violent attacks against Israeli interests since October. The
terrorist threat to U.S. interests because of our friendship with Israel has
also increased." But, he pointed out, America's connection to Israel was
not the only factor motivating anti-American acts. "At the same time, Is-
lamic militancy is expanding and the worldwide pool of potential recruits
for terrorist networks is growing. In Central Asia, the Middle East and
South Asia, Islamic terrorist organizations are attracting new recruits, in-
cluding under the banner of anti-Americanism."

Turning to other potential threats to U.S. interests, Tenet noted that
"Iran has one of the largest and most capable ballistic missile programs
in the Middle East." While both Iran and Iraq were likely to develop in-
tercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) capable of striking the United
States "in the next few years," the immediate threat to U.S. interests and
forces in the Middle East came from short-range and medium-range bal-
listic missiles (MRBMs). The proliferation of MRBMs, driven largely,
though not exclusively, by sales from North Korea, "is altering strategic
balances in the Middle East and Asia." These missiles included Iran's
Shahab-3.

Tenet singled out "the catalytic role that foreign assistance has played"
in advancing the missile and weapons-of-mass-destruction (WMD) ca-
pabilities of Iran and Libya. He singled out Russia's cash-starved defense
and nuclear industries as potential sellers of missile components and
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WMD related technologies. "Indeed, the transfer of ballistic missile tech-
nology from Russia to Iran was substantial last year," and the CIA had
concluded that this would continue to help Iran accelerate its efforts to
become self-sufficient in missile production. Moreover, Russia remained
a key supplier for a variety of Iranian civilian nuclear programs, which
could be used to advance Tehran's clandestine nuclear weapons programs.
In addition, Russian entities were a significant source of dual-use biotech-
nology and chemicals production technology and equipment. Iran was
not the only regional state seeking Russian help in developing WMD ca-
pabilities. Turning to Iran's hostile neighbor, Iraq, Tenet declared that
"our most serious concern with Saddam Hussein must be the likelihood
that he will seek renewed WMD capability."

"It's a reality that Iran remains one of the principal supporters of
Hamas and Hezballah," Rep. Henry Hyde (R., 111.) declared in a speech
in mid-March. He noted that despite the reports about deep divisions
within Iran between hard-liners and reformers, the so-called moderates
also supported the anti-Israeli Islamic groups and joined in openly call-
ing for Israel's destruction. "These acts of state-sponsored terror are
aimed not only against Israel," he told the AIPAC meeting in Washing-
ton, "but also against the U.S., as occurred in the Khobar Towers bomb-
ing." FBI director Louis Freeh confirmed to an investigative reporter for
the New Yorker in early 2001 that the agency had provided the Bush ad-
ministration evidence that senior Iranian intelligence officials had been
involved in planning the 1996 Khobar Towers attack in which 19 Amer-
ican servicemen were killed. Because of recent efforts at rapprochement
between Saudi Arabia and Iran, the Saudis had failed to fully cooperate
with the U.S. investigation. Hyde called for concerted action, together
with America's European allies, to inhibit Iran's offensive weapons ca-
pacity and to tighten the sanctions designed to restrict dual-technology
exports to Iran.

In April, Congress began considering legislation to extend the Iran-
Libya Sanctions Act, which was due to expire in August. The law, origi-
nally passed in 1996, gave the president the authority to impose sanctions
on foreign companies investing significant sums in Iran's and Libya's oil
and gas sectors. U.S. oil companies were not happy with the law, since it
gave foreign companies a competitive advantage. Some officials in the
State Department and a number of Middle East experts favored extend-
ing the law for only two years, as a signal to the reformers in Tehran that
the U.S. was open to the development of positive relations. In response
to a reporter's question in mid-April, President Bush said, "I have no in-
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tentions as of this moment [of] taking sanctions off countries like Iran
and Libya." In March, Bush had renewed a 1995 executive order barring
American companies from doing business with Iran. Explaining his de-
cision, the president said: "The actions and policies of the government
of Iran continue to threaten the national security, foreign policy, and
economy of the United States."

If there was need to prove the accuracy of the president's characteri-
zation of Iran's hostile intent, on April 24 and 25 Tehran officially hosted
a major international conference in support of the Palestinian armed
struggle against Israel. Senior Iranian officials, including Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei and President Mohammed Khatami, represen-
tatives from more than 30 Arab and Islamic countries, and leaders of sev-
eral terrorist groups attended the conference. They accused the Zionists
of collaborating with the Nazis and greatly exaggerating the numbers
killed in the Holocaust, vilified Israel as racist, attacked the American-
sponsored peace process, and denounced the United States as an op-
pressor. Typical was the speech by Sheikh Hassan Nasrallah, the leader
of Hezballah. He began by thanking Iran for its position on Palestine,
"an issue that accepts no bargaining or discussion," and for Iran's "con-
tinuous support for Palestine, Lebanon, Syria and the Arabs against the
Zionist danger, and for assuming all the burdens of their clear and brave
position on the issue of Israel's existence in our region." He then exhorted
the assembled Arab and Islamic delegates: "We all have an extraordinary
historic opportunity to finish off the entire cancerous Zionist project. The
Palestinian people's resistance is the vanguard of jihad and resistance in
defense of the entire nation."

The State Department condemned the vitriolic rhetoric voiced at the
Tehran conference as "outrageous and deplorable." The State Depart-
ment's annual Global Patterns of Terrorism report, issued on May 30, crit-
icized Iran's top leaders for demonstrating "unrelenting hostility to Is-
rael" in their speeches. "Despite the victory for moderates in Iran's
[parliamentary] elections in February [2000], aggressive countermeasures
by hard-line conservatives have blocked most reform efforts," the report
asserted. It further declared that "Iran remained the most active state
sponsor of terrorism in 2000. Its Revolutionary Guard Corps and Min-
istry of Intelligence and Security continued to be involved in the plan-
ning and the execution of terrorist acts and continued to support a vari-
ety of groups that use terrorism to pursue their goals." In addition to
providing full support to anti-Israeli terrorist groups, Iran also provided
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a somewhat lower level of support—including funding, training, and lo-
gistics assistance—to Islamic and other extremist groups in the Persian
Gulf, Turkey and Central Asia, and Africa, the report said.

Mohammed Khatami was reelected president of Iran overwhelmingly
on June 8. While this reflected wide support for reform and liberalization
in domestic affairs, especially among the younger generation, it heralded
no substantial change in Iran's official policy of hostility to Israel.
Khatami, at the pro-Palestinian conference in Tehran, had harshly at-
tacked Zionism and Israel, saying that the Jewish state had distorted the
religious values of Judaism, was "founded on the fallacious concepts of
superiority, transgressing human rights," and was "a parasite in the heart
of the Muslim world."

Despite strong opposition from oil companies and others in the Amer-
ican business community, Congress overwhelmingly passed legislation ex-
tending the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act for an additional five years. The
Senate did so on July 24 by a vote of 96-2, and the House followed two
days later, 409-6. The Bush administration was also active in enforcing
the Iran Nonproliferation Act, which Congress had passed unanimously
the previous year to prevent the transfer of sensitive technology to Iran
(see AJYB 2001, p. 222). In July 2001 it was reported that, under the act's
provisions, the Bush administration had suspended the licenses of U.S.
companies that had been involved in regulated trade with China's Yongli
Chemicals and Technology Import and Export Corp. and North Korea's
Changgwang Sinyong Corp. These two major companies had also been
sanctioned by the Clinton administration for transferring chemical
weapons components and exporting missile-related technology to Iran.

September 11 and the Iraqi Connection

On September 11,19 suicide bombers affiliated with the Al Qaeda ter-
rorist organization, headed by Saudi dissident Osama bin Laden, hi-
jacked four U.S. commercial airliners and crashed two of them into the
Twin Towers of the World Trade Center in New York, causing the build-
ings to collapse, and a third plane into the Pentagon in Washington, re-
sulting in severe damage to one side of the Defense Department's head-
quarters. The fourth plane, which, according to later information, was
reportedly intended to destroy the White House, crashed in a field in
Pennsylvania, apparently following a struggle by some passengers with
the hijackers. The coordinated terrorist attack resulted in more than 3,000
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deaths, the highest domestic toll in a single day in U.S. history. The events
horrified the nation, caused major economic disruptions, and profoundly
changed the administration's priorities.

The president made it clear that the United States was now engaged in
a global war on terrorism, and that all nations would have to choose be-
tween becoming America's allies in this struggle or being branded as en-
emies. Since 15 of the 19 suicide bombers were Saudi nationals, there also
began a reassessment of the U.S. relationship with Saudi Arabia, which
had been funding fundamentalist Islamic religious schools throughout the
Arab world, in Pakistan and Afghanistan, and among the Muslim im-
migrant communities in Western Europe. When it emerged that most of
the plane hijackers came from middle-class backgrounds and possessed
some professional skills, many wondered what had made them so dissat-
isfied with their society and future prospects that they had turned to mil-
itant Islamic teachers for guidance. It was these preachers and bin Laden's
agents in the Al Qaeda training camps who indoctrinated them with a
homicidal hatred of the United States.

As evidence mounted that the Al Qaeda network had managed to es-
tablish terrorist cells in dozens of countries, it became clear that the as-
sault on the United States was only the latest and most spectacular suc-
cess in Osama bin Laden's worldwide terrorist campaign. In February
1998, bin Laden had announced the establishment of the "World Islamic
Front for Jihad against the Jews and the Crusaders." In essence, he said
then, he was fighting to overthrow the corrupt and godless Saudi ruling
family, remove the American military presence from the holy soil of Ara-
bia, and end the suffering of the Iraqi and Palestinian peoples, victims
of American sanctions and U.S.-armed Israeli occupiers, respectively.

Some Middle East analysts and social psychologists saw deeper roots
for bin Laden's animosity toward American Christians and Jews: The
United States represented the leading modern Western power, whose ma-
terial wealth and seductive popular culture threatened to undermine bin
Laden's fundamentalist version of Wahhabi Islamic society and values.
At the same time, the military, economic, and scientific success of the tiny
State of Israel, with its mere five million Jews in contrast to the hundreds
of millions of Arabs and Muslims, was a constant reminder of how low
the Arab world had sunk from its days of glory in the decades following
the rise of Islam. Bin Laden portrayed Israel's success in defeating the
combined Arab armies and its continued occupation of Arab lands as a
constant source of shame and humiliation for the Muslim world.
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The first target of the American counterattack was the Taliban regime
in Afghanistan, which shared bin Laden's version of fundamentalist
Islam and had provided safe haven and training facilities to Al Qaeda.
Once the Taliban had been ousted from power and the Al Qaeda forces
in Afghanistan were disrupted and dispersed, the United States turned
its attention to other terrorist-supporting regimes.

Persistent rumors circulated in Washington that Iraq would be the
next target. Indeed, action against Iraq had been taken earlier in the
year. On February 15, the United States and Britain had sent two dozen
high-tech aircraft with smart missiles to destroy Iraqi radar installations
and antiaircraft sites near Baghdad. Administration officials said the
show of force was necessary to reduce the risk to pilots who were pa-
trolling the southern no-fly zone. Apparently in an attempt to test the re-
solve of the new president, Iraq had, during January, fired more surface-
to-air missiles at U.S. and British patrols than in all of the previous year.

But while this American riposte signaled determination to preserve the
status quo, it did not answer the broader long-term policy question of
how to deal with the threat to American interests posed by Iraq's regional
ambitions. While berating the international community for the sanctions
that allegedly kept food and medicine from reaching the impoverished
Iraqi people, during 2001 Saddam lavishly awarded $10,000 to each fam-
ily of a "martyred" Palestinian suicide bomber and to other Palestinians
who had lost homes as a result of Israeli military action. (This figure was
raised to $25,000 in early 2002.) Such largesse appealed not only to the
Palestinians but also to other Muslims in the Arab world who were dis-
enchanted with their own rulers and saw Saddam Hussein as a hero. As
a consequence, pro-Western Arab rulers, feeling themselves increasingly
vulnerable to criticism for their close ties to the U.S., intensified their ap-
peals to Washington to distance itself from the policies of Israeli prime
minister Sharon and to take a more active role in resolving the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict.

The Bush administration and many members of Congress were be-
coming increasingly alarmed by credible reports from Iraqi defectors and
other intelligence sources that the brutal regime of Saddam Hussein was
making progress in its clandestine program to develop weapons of mass
destruction. Among those publicly urging a swift campaign to overthrow
Saddam was former CIA director R. James Woolsey. He cited with ap-
proval the evidence meticulously assembled by Laurie Milroie in her
book, Study of Revenge: Saddam Hussein's Unfinished War Against Amer-
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ica, that Iraqi agents had been involved in the first attack on the World
Trade Center in 1993.

Iraqi relations with Al Qaeda continued after 1993. Washington Post
editor and columnist Jim Hoagland and New York Times columnist
William Satire reported in October 2001 on a series of meetings between
bin Laden and high Iraqi intelligence officials going back at least to 1994,
while bin Laden was still in Sudan, and continuing with a meeting in
Baghdad in 1998 between bin Laden's second-in-command, Ayman al-
Zawahiri, and Saddam's vice president, Taha Yasin Ramadan. Accord-
ing to intelligence sources cited by Safire (Oct. 22), during 2000, foreign
"Islamicists" were given training in assassination and simulated plane hi-
jacking at a base in the Salman Pak suburb of Baghdad. Safire added that
operational cooperation between Al Qaeda and the Iraqi authorities had
already been agreed upon in April 1998, when a high-level Al Qaeda del-
egation went to Baghdad ostensibly to celebrate Saddam Hussein's birth-
day, and met with the president's influential son Uday. They formally es-
tablished a joint force consisting of some of Al Qaeda's fiercest "Afghan
Arab" fighters and covert combatants in an Iraqi intelligence unit.

This cooperation continued in 2001, when bin Laden reportedly sup-
plied some 400 "Afghan Arabs" to Saddam to launch guerrilla attacks
against officials in the autonomous Kurdish-administered area in Iraq's
northern no-fly zone. During the year, fighters of the Patriotic Union
of Kurdistan (PUK), one of the two leading Kurdish groups in north-
ern Iraq, reported seeing members of the Iraqi Republican Guards train-
ing these Al Qaeda supporters in a remote mountainous enclave in
northern Iraq near the Iranian border. Louis Meixler of the Associated
Press reported that five members of the group trained by Al Qaeda were
killed and ten captured after they tried to kill Barhan Salih, prime min-
ister of the PUK-controlled region in Kurdistan, shortly after Salih had
met with visiting U.S. officials to coordinate policy against Saddam
Hussein.

There was even circumstantial evidence linking Iraq directly with the
September 11 terrorists. Czech intelligence sources revealed that, back in
April 2001, Mohamed Atta, who directed the terrorist group that crashed
American Airlines Flight 11 into one of the Twin Towers of the World
Trade Center, had met with Ahmed Khalil Ibrahim Samir al-Ani, an
Iraqi consular official in Prague who was also an officer in the Iraqi for-
eign intelligence service. It was only after September 11 that the Czechs
realized Atta may have gone to Prague to receive money from the Iraqi
official to finance the anti-American terrorist campaign. While ac-
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knowledging that "no indisputable smoking gun may ever be found,"
Safire concluded that it was "absurd to claim—in the face of what we al-
ready know—that Iraq is not an active collaborator with, harborer of, and
source of sophisticated training and unconventional weaponry for bin
Laden's world terror network."

Whether directly linked to September 11 or not, Saddam Hussein was
seen by the Bush administration as a major threat in his own right. There
had been no UN weapons inspectors in the country since December 1998.
Saddam had, in the past, attempted to build an atomic bomb (which was
set back by the Israeli raid on the Osirak reactor in June 1981), and had
used chemical weapons against Iranian civilian targets during the seven-
year Iraq-Iran war (1980-1987) and against his own Kurdish citizens in
1988. Moreover, the Iraqi attempt to assassinate former president George
H. W. Bush during his visit to Kuwait in April 1993 added a personal rea-
son for his son, the current President Bush, to oust the regime and com-
plete the unfinished business of the Gulf War of 1991. Among those mak-
ing the argument for regime change in Iraq now were some of the same
key foreign-policy advisers who had served in the administration of the
president's father.

For the U.S. to take decisive action against Saddam it would clearly
need the support of other states in the Middle East. Ideally, this would
be a broad coalition similar to the one the senior President Bush had suc-
cessfully mobilized in support of the liberation of Kuwait from Iraqi oc-
cupation in 1991. At a minimum, U. S. defense planners believed that
American forces would need the active support of nearby countries such
as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Turkey, plus at least the tacit backing of
most of the members of the Arab League. Bush's advisers were divided
over the effectiveness of Iraqi opposition groups in exile and potentially
helpful Kurdish and Shi'ite elements within Iraq itself.

There was agreement among President Bush's advisers that any suc-
cessful move against the Iraqi dictator would require many months of
careful planning. Therefore, it would probably have to be deferred until
after the situation in Afghanistan was stabilized and the remaining Al
Qaeda terrorist groups in Afghanistan and Pakistan had been eliminated.
Also, in order to establish the legal groundwork for a military campaign,
the U.S. would first have to go through the diplomatic motions of de-
manding, through the UN, that Baghdad agree to a return of interna-
tional inspectors with unfettered ability to search for unauthorized
weapons throughout Iraq. Consequently, the United States did not un-
dertake any major military action against Iraq during 2001.
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War on Terrorism

President Bush met with key foreign leaders and dispatched Vice Pres-
ident Cheney, Defense Secretary Rumsfeld, and Secretary of State Pow-
ell on a series of missions to countries in Europe, the Middle East, and
Central Asia. Though America's objective in the Arab League states was
the forthcoming confrontation with Iraq, their Arab interlocutors stressed
the need, first, to deal with the growing violence between Israelis and
Palestinians. Pro-Western regimes in the region were facing massive
demonstrations in support of the Palestinians, endangering the stability
of their own governments, as bin Laden, like Saddam Hussein, portrayed
himself as a true champion of the Palestinian cause.

Calls mounted in the Arab world for the U.S. to adopt a more even-
handed posture and to exert pressure on Sharon. This ran counter to pre-
vailing sentiment in Congress, where it was often noted that Israel had
immediately condemned the September 11 attacks on the United States
and that Israel had long been a valuable strategic ally in the fight against
terrorism. This contrasted with televised pictures of some Palestinians re-
joicing at the news of the damage inflicted upon the American super-
power, which they regarded as the principal backer of their Israeli enemy.

Most Arab governments—Iraq was the notable exception—had also
expressed sympathy with the United States over the attacks on innocent
civilians. However, many sought to explain, if not fully justify, the anti-
American strikes as the natural consequence of Arab anger and frustra-
tion at the material and political support that Washington continued to
provide to Israel, and the failure of the Americans to press Israel to with-
draw from the territories and end the suffering of the Palestinians. A few
former State Department officials and others joined in claiming that ex-
cessive U.S. support for Israel was the main reason for the attacks.

Yet a review of earlier anti-American terrorist attacks by Al Qaeda did
not support this thesis. The two attacks against American military in-
stallations in Saudi Arabia in 1995—a bombing in Riyadh that killed five
American soldiers and the massive truck bomb of the U.S. troop barracks
at Al Khobar towers in Saudi Arabia that killed 19—the simultaneous
bombings in 1998 of the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania that
killed 224, and the attack in October 2000 on the USS Cole in the Yemeni
port of Aden that killed 17 sailors and wounded 39, had nothing to do
with the Arab-Israel conflict or the plight of the Palestinians.

With the administration's launching of an intensified war on interna-
tional terrorism following September 11, calls mounted in Congress for
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the U.S. to impose sanctions on the PLO and other militant Palestinian
groups. On November 2, the State Department announced that it had
added to the list of outlawed terrorist groups the Islamist militant Hamas,
Islamic Jihad, and Lebanese Hezballah, as well as the secular Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestine, which had resumed anti-Israel ter-
rorism, including the assassination in October of Rehavam Ze'evi, Israel's
minister of tourism, in his room at a Jerusalem hotel.

At the end of November, 89 members of the Senate sent a letter to Pres-
ident Bush urging him not to restrain Israel from responding forcefully
to Palestinian terrorism. The bipartisan letter, authored by Senators
Christopher Bond (R., Mo.) and Charles Schumer (D., N.Y.), drew a
parallel between "the terrorism that Israel has been subjected to since its
birth'' and September 11, and urged that the same standard be adopted
for judging the American and Israeli responses. "The American people
would never excuse us for not going after the terrorists with all our
strength and might," the senators wrote, "yet that is what some have de-
manded of the Israeli government after every terrorist incident they suf-
fer. No matter what the provocation, they urge restraint." The senators
voiced their "full support" for the president in the war against terrorism.
They also expressed strong backing for Israel, referring to the Jewish state
as "our one reliable and democratic ally in the entire Middle East," and
"our close ally in the fight against terrorism." The letter went on to praise
Bush for following "the correct course" by refusing to meet personally
with Arafat. (The president had publicly snubbed Arafat when they were
both at the UN in New York in September.)

Israel's traditional support in Congress and the American administra-
tion was greatly bolstered by the enthusiasm of the conservative wing of
Bush's own Republican Party. Not only did these conservatives see Israel
as an important strategic ally in the war against terrorism, but many who
were evangelical Christians—among whose ranks President Bush in-
cluded himself—considered the Jewish state to be a fulfillment of the
Bible's prophecies and a harbinger of the second coming of Jesus.

On November 19, Secretary of State Powell outlined the administra-
tion's vision for Palestinian-Israeli peace in a speech at the University of
Louisville. (Prepared originally for delivery at the UN General Assem-
bly in September, it had had to be postponed because of September 11.)
Powell reiterated the U.S. commitment to the eventual establishment of
a state of Palestine living in peace alongside Israel. He also called on Is-
rael to ease the living conditions of the Palestinians and to embark on a
series of confidence-building measures, including a halt to settlement ex-
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pansion. At the same time, Powell made it clear that "the key to peace is
in the hands of the Palestinians, who must make every effort to bring all
acts of terror against Israelis to a complete halt." He pointedly noted that
"the intifada is now mired in the quicksand of self-defeating violence and
terror directed against Israel," and stressed that "no national aspiration,
no remembered wrong can ever justify the deliberate murder of the in-
nocent." He also called for an end to anti-Israeli incitement in Palestin-
ian schools and in the Palestinian and Arab-world media. He added that
the members of the Arab League should also take positive measures to
encourage negotiations and prepare their people for peace with Israel.

The Powell speech was accompanied by practical steps to revive the
stalemated peace process. The administration announced it was sending
two key officials to the region. General Anthony Zinni, recently retired
from the Marine Corps, was appointed special envoy to work with the
parties to reestablish security cooperation and seek to implement the
Tenet cease-fire plan (see AJYB 2001, p. 217). He would be accompanied
by William Burns, assistant secretary of state for Near Eastern Affairs,
who would concentrate on the diplomatic efforts to begin implementa-
tion of the Mitchell Committee recommendations.

However, neither was able to report substantial progress before year's
end. Indeed, the practical difficulties facing the Zinni mission were dra-
matically illustrated shortly after the general's arrival in Israel. While fly-
ing in a helicopter with Prime Minister Sharon, they arrived in Afula, a
town in northern Israel, just minutes after a terrorist attack in which two
Israelis were killed and dozens injured. Israeli defense officials later
pointed out to General Zinni that the perpetrators came into Israel proper
from West Bank territory controlled by Arafat's security forces.

Secretary Powell had opened the Middle East section of his Louisville
address with a comment on American-Israeli relations. "The United
States has an enduring and ironclad commitment to Israel's security," he
declared, and emphasized once again that the relationship between the
United States and Israel "is based on the broadest conception of Amer-
ican national interest, in which our two nations are bound forever to-
gether by common democratic values and traditions."
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